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Executive Summary
This report presents the results of an archaeological investigation conducted at the Moses Thomas
Flourmill site in Mernda, north of Melbourne. The project was managed and staffed by Heritage
Victoria and the excavation was funded by the Heritage Council of Victoria as a community
awareness project designed to promote archaeology in the Whittlesea Council area. It was
conducted in partnership with Parks Victoria, City of Whittlesea, Aboriginal Victoria and the
Wurundjeri Tribe Land & Compensation Heritage Council Incorporated (the Registered Aboriginal
Party).
The Moses Thomas flourmill is situated on the western bank of the Plenty River, south of Bridge Inn
Road and is immediately north of the Yan Yean Pipe Track. The mill was constructed in 1854 and
closed in 1863 and the land is now managed by Parks Victoria as part of the Plenty Gorge Park.
Consent for the excavation was issued by Heritage Victoria and a Cultural Heritage Permit was issued
by the Office of Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (renamed Aboriginal Victoria in 2016), owing to the
proximity of registered Aboriginal places to the proposed excavation area.
The archaeological investigation was conducted over two non-consecutive weeks in April and May
2015 and involved the participation of students of archaeology from universities as well as students
and teachers from nearby primary schools. Tours were conducted throughout the excavation season
and a media day was in the second week with the Honourable Mr Richard Wynne, Minister for
Planning in attendance despite the deplorable weather conditions for the day. A public open day
was held on the last day of excavation, the success of which demonstrated the wider public interest
in archaeology as well as for the history of the general Whittlesea area. All events were well
attended and were considered to be successful.
The project involved two areas of historic archaeological investigation; at the site of the flourmill and
at the adjacent cottage.
Overall the project was successful and there remains the potential for further investigation to be
undertaken at the flourmill and cottage as well as continuing community engagement and
participation. The excavation opened a trench over the flourmill building site as well as over the
entirety of the cottage with both investigation areas identifying in situ structural foundations as well
as artefact bearing deposits. The trench at the mill site was only briefly investigated in order to
confirm the presence and condition of the fabric and was not excavated further. The excavation at
the cottage identified foundations as well as deposits and recovered a wide array of interesting
artefacts that most likely relate to occupation of the building after the closure of the mill. The
cottage excavation was not completed and it was backfilled at the end of this fieldwork season.
Additional excavation was required for assessing Aboriginal values as required by the Permit issued
by Aboriginal Victoria and the excavation was supervised by project staff and representatives of the
Wurundjeri. The Aboriginal investigation was undertaken in two locations with one on the lower
bank of the river producing no in situ material with the second location on the upper terrace where
artefacts were recovered from both mixed and in situ deposits. The artefacts comprised a variety of
material types with silcrete the predominant source, although one greenstone tool was also
recovered.
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1.1 Introduction
This report details the results of archaeological excavations conducted at the Moses Thomas
flourmill site (H7922-0040) located on the Plenty River in Mernda, north of Melbourne (see Figure
1). The former flourmill is located on the western bank of the Plenty River, approximately 700
metres south of Bridge Inn Road, Mernda. It is located in the Plenty Gorge Park and the land is
managed by Parks Victoria. There are presently no redevelopment proposals for this land.
The excavation involved two components; an investigation of the historic nature of the flourmill and
miller’s cottage and a separate investigation of two Registered Aboriginal Places (VAHR 7922-0148
and 7922-1239) (see Figure 2). The excavation of the historic buildings occurred under Heritage
Victoria Consent number 959 (see Appendix A) and the Aboriginal under Cultural Heritage Permit
number F15/746 issued by the Office of Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (renamed Aboriginal Victoria in
2016) (see Appendix B).

Location of Thomas’s Mill

Figure 1: Melway Map showing site location (http://www.melway.com.au/online-maps)
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Thomas’s Mill Building

Thomas’s Mill
House Site

VAHR 7922-0148

Plenty River
VAHR 7922-1239

Yan Yean Pipe Track

Figure 2: GeoVic map of the Moses Thomas flourmill, Yan Yean Pipe Track and Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Places.

1.2 Excavation context
In 2014, Heritage Victoria (HV) obtained funding from the Heritage Council of Victoria (HC) to
conduct a community education project during Australian Heritage Week and National Archaeology
Week. The main objectives of the project were to raise community awareness of historical
archaeology and to assist in generating a wider appreciation of the contribution heritage makes to
the community and its cultural identity.
The project addressed the Heritage Council’s key direction to promote the public’s understanding of
Victoria’s cultural heritage, as identified in Heritage Council of Victoria Strategic Plan 2011-2015.
The project was conducted and managed by Heritage Victoria’s archaeology staff, Jeremy Smith,
Brandi Bugh, Annie Muir and Maddison Miller. External consultant Catherine Tucker was
commissioned to supervise the Aboriginal cultural heritage excavation, complete relevant approval
applications and produce the project report.
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A draft report was submitted to Heritage Victoria (as the project is funded by the Heritage Council of
Victoria) and the final report submitted to the Aboriginal Victoria and The Wurundjeri Land and
Compensation Council in order to fulfil the conditions of Cultural Heritage Permit F15/746 (see
Appendix B).
1.2.1 Historic Excavation Context
The Thomas flourmill and cottage is on the Victorian Heritage Inventory (H7922-0040) for its visible
archaeological values and potential for it to contain subsurface archaeological features and artefacts
related to its use during the mid-nineteenth century.
This site, located in Mernda, was specifically chosen for the project for a number of reasons
including the nature of occupation comprising both industrial and domestic activity; its lack of site
disturbance since the mid-nineteenth century; that the site was not under threat of development;
the contribution the mill and the mill owner made toward the development of Mernda; that it is
owned and managed by Parks Victoria as part of the Plenty Gorge Park; and the ease of access to
the site and because it is a declared Public Conservation and Recreation Zone by the City of
Whittlesea. Having one of the highest growth rates in Australia in recent years, many residents new
to the area would be unaware of the contribution Moses Thomas and his mill made to the Mernda
area.
Key stakeholders for the project included Parks Victoria, Wurundjeri elders and representatives and
staff from the Wurundjeri Tribe and Land Compensation Council, Aboriginal Victoria and the City of
Whittlesea staff. Each stakeholder was involved from the planning phase through to the end of the
field investigation season.
The excavation was conducted in early 2015, during Australian Heritage Week (13 to 17 April) and
National Archaeology Week (18 to 23 May). To maximise the impact and reach to a wider audience,
community members and key stakeholders were invited to learn about the site and investigation
through a number of events:






stakeholder tours;
community tours;
primary school student tours;
hands-on participation; and
Open Day with tours.

In addition, the community received regular updates on the progress of the field investigation and
notice of upcoming events through traditional and social media coverage. Following completion of
the field season Heritage Victoria commenced preparation of education kits that are to be
distributed to primary schools in the Whittlesea area. These kits were funded by the Heritage
Council Victoria.
1.2.2 Aboriginal Excavation Context
The Thomas flourmill site is located in an area where there are two Registered Aboriginal Places;
VAHR 7922-0148 and 7922-1239 that were identified as potentially being impacted by the historic
archaeological investigations. As a result, a Cultural Heritage Permit (F15/746) was required from
Aboriginal Victoria for the heritage investigation to take place (see Appendix B).
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The application process involved lengthy consultation with Aboriginal Victoria and the Wurundjeri
with several site meetings held to discuss the project (see Table 1). The Wurundjeri considered that
there was potential for cultural heritage to be disturbed by the proposed excavations and as a result
requested that archaeological investigation be undertaken that focussed specifically on Aboriginal
occupation of the area. The Wurundjeri determined that a specific archaeological investigation
should occur at VAHR 7922-0148, a Place located east of the mill building on a narrow embankment
of the Plenty River. This was endorsed by Aboriginal Victoria and Permit F15/746 was issued with
conditions for this investigation to occur (see Appendix B). At the commencement of the excavation
of the required test pit at VAHR 7922-0148 it was apparent that the landform was artificial and that
any investigation would not contribute to further understanding Aboriginal occupation along the
banks of the Plenty River. Catherine Tucker contacted the Wurundjeri to request that a new location
be selected for the remaining area to be excavated. This was agreed and the Wurundjeri also
obtained approval for this change with Aboriginal Victoria.
Date 2015
19 January
2 February

Personnel
JS, BB and O.P.
J.S., B.B., S.A, C.T,
R.M., M.M., P.W.,
A.P., K.L., B.M., A.W.
and D.F.
J.S. & K.L.

Medium
Site visit
Site visit

Consultation
Site visit with AV.
Site visit with stakeholders to discuss the project, trench
locations.

Email

13 April

P.W. and T.G and the
field team

Field

13-17 April

P.W., T.G. and S.N.
and the field team
C.T. & K.L.

Field

27 – 30 April &
1 May

CT & K.L. & O.P

Email

18-22 May

P.W., C.H.,

Field

18 May

P.W., A.W., B.M, K.L.

Field

Discussions of Permit requirements, excavation methodology and
request by elders for a Test Pit at VAHR 7922-0148.
Welcome to country and event opening. Participants include
Parks Victoria, Heritage Victoria, Whittlesea Council, Thomas
family decedents, Whittlesea Historical Society.
Field Investigation – first phase. Cultural Heritage Induction of all
excavation participants.
CT contacted KL request that 2x2m test pit be divided into two
2x1 metre or one 4x1 metre test pits owing to limited excavation
space (restricted to the crest of a man-made water channel) and
that a 2x2 metre pit would not fit on the available space. Should
it be divided into two test pits then CT requested that the
remaining portion to be located elsewhere owing to the poor
results at VAHR 7922-0148.
C.T. emailed K.L. to request that the remaining area to be
excavated occur on the flat land above the river near the historic
buildings. K.L. agreed with the change and emailed OP to request
a change of location. O.P. approved the change stating that it was
in line with the existing Permit Conditions.
Field Investigation – second phase. Cultural Heritage Induction of
all excavation participants.
Media Event day.

Field

Public open Day

3 – 5 March

13 -14 April

23 May
P.W.
Table 1: Consultation summary

Email

Abbreviations
J.S. = Jeremy Smith (HV)
S.A. = Steven Avery (HV)
B.B. = Brandi Bugh (HV)
M.M. = Maddison Miller (HV)
C.T. = Catherine Tucker (Excavation Director)
K.L. = Kirsty Lewis (WTL&CCHCI staff)
A.P. = Alex Parmington (WTL&CCHCI staff)
B.M. = Bobby Mullins (Elder WTL&CCHCI)
A.W. = Alan Wandin (Elder WTL&CCHCI)
P.W. = Perry Wandin (Elder WTL&CCHCI)
S.N. = Shane Nicholson (Field representative WTL&CCHCI)

T.G. = Tony Garvey (Field representative WTL&CCHCI)
C.H. = Colin Hunter Jnr Jnr (Field representative WTL&CCHCI)
T.P. = Trevor Downe (Field representative WTL&CCHCI)
D.F. = Delta Freedman (WTL&CCHCI staff)
O.P. = Oona Phillips (AV)
R.M. = Ross Mugavin (Parks Victoria)
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2.0

Stakeholder and Community Engagement

2.1 Background
The importance of a heritage place is enhanced through greater community understanding of
significance and its potential to be valued and protected by the community. This principle is central
to International Council on Monuments and Sites Ename Charter where it states that “…I.C.O.M.O.S.
charters stress the importance of public communication as an essential part of the larger
conservation process…” (2007:2). This sentiment is reflected in their seven overarching principles for
this charter;








Access and Understanding
Information sources
Attention to the setting and context
Preservation of authenticity
Planning for sustainability
Concern for inclusiveness
Importance of research, training, and evaluation (2007:5)

The 2008 version of the Charter defines interpretation as “…..the full range of potential activities
intended to heighten public awareness and enhance understanding of cultural heritage sites”
(I.C.O.M.O.S. 2008:2). The Charter further expanded on the overriding principles to embrace
practical applications by developing seven objectives that can be applied to heritage interpretation:








Facilitate understanding and appreciation;
Communicate the meaning;
Safeguard the intangible and intangible values;
Respect authenticity;
Contribute to the sustainable conservation of cultural heritage sites;
Encourage inclusiveness; and
Develop technical professional guidelines (I.C.O.M.O.S. 2008).

These principles were central to guiding how community engagement would occur through this
project. Several mechanisms were created to facilitate participation including for those who were
not able to actually attend the site. This is discussed further below.

2.2

Community Engagement Activities

2.2.1 Tours
Tours were held for primary school students, university students, key stakeholders, local historical
society members and the wider community. As visitors were taken on guided tours of the open
trenches, Heritage Victoria staff discussed the domestic and industrial use of the site and the
Wurundjeri representative spoke on the importance of the land to the Aboriginal community. Parks
Victoria staff further expanded on the environmental context and value of the Plenty Gorge Park for
the geological significance as well as the native flora and fauna.
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Grade 3/4 students from South Morang Primary School visited the site on Monday 18 May 2016.
The archaeological investigation contributed to their studies in local history as part of the prescribed
Victorian Education Curriculum. The overwhelming interest of the 125 students and 10 teachers
(spread across five classes) was demonstrated in the volume and variety of questions asked. With
each tour (25 students per tour), the teachers commented on how pleased they were that the
students could learn about the local history in such an engaging and innovative way. Several
students returned with their families on the Open Day held later in the field season.
Throughout the excavation, private tours were given to the City of Whittlesea’s planning, policy and
communications staff to show how the excavation was evolving. As a result of the frequent visits to
the site they posted regular updates on the Council’s Facebook page and website. Members from
the Plenty Valley Conservation Group visited the site and on 18 April eighty people (including the
local scout group) attended a public tour of the excavation. La Trobe University’s Archaeological
Society was also given a tour of the excavations as part of the community and educational
engagement program.
2.2.2 Hands-on participation
Forty grade 9 and 10 students from Mill Park Secondary School were chosen from over 100 students
who applied to ‘be an archaeologist for a day’ and work next to archaeologists and student
archaeologists during the excavations. The application form was created and students chosen by the
school’s History Coordinator.
During the three hour experience, the students were given a holistic overview of the area (natural,
Aboriginal and historic heritage), and discussed what archaeology can teach them about the past
that cannot be obtained elsewhere. The students rotated through stations to test their skills at
excavating the cottage, sieving for smaller artefacts and cleaning the artefacts that they recovered
from the trench. They carefully excavated artefacts, such as nails and ceramic fragments, and
enthusiastically shared the discovery while proudly displaying them on the artefact table.
2.2.3 VIP Event
A VIP event was held in the second week to showcase the findings up to that point and to
acknowledge the project’s key stakeholders (see Images 1 and 2). Despite extremely poor weather
and heavy rain, the event was well received with around 100 people attending. Minister of Planning
Richard Wynne and Local Member of Parliament Danielle Green spoke about the importance of the
area before the group were given tours of the site. In addition to Parks Victoria Rangers,
representatives from the Heritage Council, City of Whittlesea staff, the Heritage Council’s
Archaeology Advisory Committee, media representatives, the principals from the two schools
participating in the program, local historians and descendants of Moses Thomas and the Wurundjeri
where invited. The one hour event was highlighted in no less than six Facebook posts, two websites
and two newspapers.
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Image 1: Sheltering in the site tents during the media
day

Image 2: Minister Richard Wynne and students
sheltering in the site tent

2.2.4 Public Open Day
Following the last day of the excavation, a public Open Day was held for the community. Groups
were given a history of the site upon arrival (see Image 3), then they were given a tour of each of the
three open trenches (see Images 4 and 5) and the artefact table (see Image 6). In addition a
representative from the Wurundjeri provided information on Aboriginal cultural heritage (see Image
7), and Parks Victoria advised of the works being undertaken to optimise visitor experience at the
Plenty Gorge Park (see Image 8). Over 200 people visited the site, with the average visit lasting thirty
minutes.

Image 3: First point of contact for site tours

Image 4: Multiple locations established for site interpretation allowing for simultaneous tours
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Image 5: Multiple points of interest allowing for several tours at once

Image 6: Tours of the artefact table

Image 7: Perry Wandin at the Wurundjeri table
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Image 8: Parks Victoria discussing the management of Plenty Gorge Park

Wurundjeri involvement in the open day
Interpretation is an underutilised asset in heritage management and especially for Aboriginal values,
yet it is one of the most effective mechanisms for promoting awareness, respect and understanding.
Inclusion of Aboriginal people is important as it is a means for them to explain their history in a way
that they determine, rather it being reinterpreted by heritage professionals. In light of this, the
Wurundjeri were key participants in the public open day for the Thomas Mill excavations and their
involvement was central to understanding the wider context of the Plenty River Valley (see Image 7).
This involvement was recognised when planning for this event as it was important for Aboriginal
people to co-ordinate how they wanted their view of their cultural heritage to be disseminated to
the public. This provided an enhanced visitor experience where the public were able to directly
engage with a member of the Wurundjeri people and hear their perspective on Aboriginal cultural
heritage. This is a process that should be repeated.
Perry Wandi was the nominated Wurundjeri representative for the open day and his display was
sited next to Trench D (see Section 5 of this report) which had been deliberately left open for this
event. A table was provided and the Wurundjeri supplied the content that was displayed (see Image
7). This primarily involved information, maps and photographs of Coranderrk. Artefacts were placed
around the images and additional books and pamphlets were available for consultation. Some of
these artefacts had been made by Perry Wandin who was then able to discuss the manufacture
process and how tools such as these may have been used by his ancestors.
2.2.5 Media
Regular updates on progress of the excavation, archaeological findings and upcoming events
reached a wider audience through traditional and social forms of media. This included features on
the Heritage Council, Heritage Victoria, City of Whittlesea, the websites for the schools that
participated, Facebook pages owned by local historical societies, the Minister for Planning and Local
MP Danielle Greene. In addition, journalists published stories in local papers.
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2.3

Community Engagement Outcomes

Community interest in the project was above expectation and demonstrated the value of this type of
heritage program and engagement strategy. Over the eleven days of excavation, approximately 650
people visited the site:
 30+ people attended the launch;
 80+ people attended an organised community tour;
 125 grade 3/4 students and ten teachers from South Morang Primary School toured the site;
 100 people attended the Media Day;
 40 grade 8 and 9 students and nine teachers from Mill Park Secondary School got hands-on
experience;
 10 City of Whittlesea staff toured the site;
 200+ attended the Community Open Day;
 7 Wurundjeri representatives were involved throughout the project, with at least one
representative on-site during all events; and
 15 archaeology students and recent graduates gained excavation experience throughout
both weeks of excavation.
The project not only achieved what was intended but also produced some unexpected outcomes.
Even after the close of the excavation, the project continued to generate interest and Heritage
Victoria staff were asked to provide presentations on seven occasions: at the Council of Whittlesea
offices on two occasions; to members of the Whittlesea Historical Society; to the local community at
the Whittlesea Library and at three professional archaeology conferences.
During the project Heritage Victoria introduced City of Whittlesea’s Heritage Coordinator Colleen
Lazenby with Fay Thomas, Moses’s great granddaughter. As the default keeper of the Thomas family
history (images, objects, diaries) Fay provided Colleen access to the 90 boxes of genealogical
information for scanning and inclusion in a heritage database. The City of Whittlesea had two
exhibitions (in June 2015 and February 2016) displaying the family’s treasures and key artefacts from
the excavation.
Wurundjeri elder Perry Wandin expressed his interest in engaging with the general community in
projects of this type is order to present the Wurundjeri perspective and to communicate knowledge
of Aboriginal cultural heritage.
As a result of the project an existing partnership with RMIT was expanded through assisting a fourth
year survey student who was provided with access to the site excavations as well as the information
necessary for the student to map and interpret the data recorded. This relationship with RMIT has
supported the student’s educational program but through providing the data to Heritage Victoria it
will be valuable for future research and investigation of this area.
Teachers from South Morang Primary School decided to conduct further research into the history of
the site especially relating to the former owner of the mill Mr Moses Thomas and his family that the
excavation was unable to answer. The heightened public awareness and interest in the Thomas
flourmill site as well as the general history and archaeology of the area has demonstrated the value
of projects such as these.
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3.0 Environment and History
The following section presents a brief outline of the environmental and historic conditions of the
Plenty Valley region where Thomas’s flourmill is situated. The mill is located south of Bridge Inn
Road, Mernda in the Plenty Gorge Park and is managed by Parks Victoria.

3.1 Geology and Geomorphology
The study area is located within the Plenty Valley environmental region and is situated on the Newer
Volcanics geological formation. This formation occurred as a result of a basalt lava flow that
occurred more than a million years ago, which overlaid the earlier Silurian marine deposits (MMBW
1976:5, 6 and Figure 11). This basalt is a very hard formation that overlaid the original course of the
Plenty River, which prevented it from following its natural course and resulted in the river path
shifting to the east to its present location. The original course of the river was in some places several
kilometres to the west of its present course, but in the vicinity of Bridge Inn Road it was near the
present day alignment of Plenty Road (MMBW 1976: Figure 15). Soil formation on the basalt volcanic
plains is typically shallow (see Image 9) but within the flood plain of the Plenty River there are
deeper silt deposits that have accumulated during flood events. This may make these areas swampy
during wet conditions as the silt turns to slurry. The nearby geomorphology contains both the
shallow soils and the silty deposits are located closer to Plenty Road and away from the flourmill
site.

Image 9: Geological profile visible near Plenty River
showing shallow soil development over basalt rock

3.2 Water Resources
The primary water resource in the study area is the Plenty River, a watercourse the alignment of
which has been naturally altered (see Section 3.1). It is a substantial river that merges with the Yarra
River some 17 kilometres south, near the suburb of Viewbank. Owing to its plentiful resources, the
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Plenty River was named by Joseph T. Gellibrand in 1836 “….as it is the only stream except the
Barwun (sic) deserving the name of the River” (Hicks 1988:1).
In its northern reaches it crosses through the catchment area for what is now the Yan Yean
Reservoir, Melbourne’s primary water source completed in 1857. Securing reliable water for
Melbourne involved diverting part of the river flow near Whittlesea into a wetland area that would
become the Yan Yean Reservoir. As a result of these works the flow of water in the river was
significantly reduced from the 1850s which substantially impacted on the potential use of the
resource to generate power for the flourmills located on the banks of the Plenty River (Jones
1992:1). Despite these alterations to its capacity, Plenty River was still prone to flooding, including in
1878 that destroyed the aqueduct near the Thomas flourmill (see Section 3.4.3 Figures 16 and 17)
(MMBW 1976:14, 19, 24).

3.3 Aboriginal History
The Plenty River area in Mernda was originally the territory of the Wurundjeri balug, who were a
clan of the Woi wurrung (Clark 1990: 384-385). The clan boundary was recorded by early
anthropologist Alfred Howitt as:
“From the junction of the Saltwater and Yarra Rivers, along the course of the former to
Mount Macedon, thence to Mount Baw baw, along the dividing range, round the sources of
the plenty and yarra to the Dandenong Mountains, thence by Gardiner’s Creek and the Yarra
to the starting point” (Howitt: 1996 (1904).
The Woi wurrung clan was further divided into patrilineal groups of the Wurundjeri William and the
Bulug William, with the latter in the study area (Clark 1990: 384-385). The clan numbers were
reported by Walter Thomas (the son of the builder of the flourmill at Mernda) to be high in the
Plenty Valley in the 1850s (Advertiser (Hurstbridge) 11 November 1927: 2). However, with the
advent of new settlers and the construction of the Yan Yean reservoir the clans found their access to
resources severely challenged. As a result, strong pressure was placed on the tribes to relocate to
specially established protectorates or mission stations (Caldere & Goff 1991), which would allow the
unhindered expansion of European settlement. Gary Presland noted that:
“The overriding interest of the earliest settlers however was the acquisition of land for
pastoral use and they saw Aboriginal land use and lifestyle as essentially non-productive, and
therefore of lesser value than their own way of life” (Presland 1983: 21 after Port Phillip
Association Papers 1834-5).
Despite these tensions, some Europeans made a point of documenting their interaction with
Aboriginal people. Most were written by untrained observers who provided their own personal and
perhaps biased understanding of Aboriginal peoples. These biases were generally through no fault of
their own as they reflected a poor understanding of Aboriginal people and unfamiliarity with their
social structure, land ownership boundaries, allegiances and language. This poor understanding of
Aboriginal culture would also have been similarly reciprocated in Aboriginal people’s confusion of
the culture and practices of the newly arrived European settlers and this mutual lack of
understanding would have led to unavoidable conflict. However, as Presland and Sullivan discussed,
these early accounts by Europeans have many inconsistencies and biases and must be treated with
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some level of caution as in some instances they were a mechanism to promote a self-interested
agenda, especially in terms of property rights (Presland 1983: 21, 25 and Sullivan 1981:19). In
addition to documentary accounts several artists depicted scenes of traditional Aboriginal life at the
time of initial encounter. These images were similarly often biased and heavily stylised to reflect the
common European perspective of Aboriginal peoples at the time (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Merry Creek, Plenty Ranges (Charles Trodele 1864
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/288647)

Prior to the arrival of the new settlers into the region, the Plenty River area provided significant
natural resources that could be utilised by Aboriginal people (see Figures 4 and 5). The open
grasslands and lightly wooded areas around the river were favourable for game hunting and plant
food procurement (Presland 1983, Land Conservation Council 1973: 79-82). Kangaroo, possum, emu,
birds and other animals common to open grass lands would have provided resources for the Bulug
William to hunt and process with their tools and equipment (see Figure 6). In addition, fish and plant
foods including the yam daisy was commonly sourced in the area, and in 1878 R.B. Smyth
documented his observation of mounds of refuse on the banks of waterways (including the Plenty
River) from processing the daisy (Presland 1983:35).

Figure 4: Native Sneaking Emu (S.T. Gill 1856
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/217789)

Figure 5: Natives’ worley (i.e. wurley) (S.T.Gill 1842-44.
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/303516)
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Figure 6: War Implements (attributed to Fred Kruger
1878 http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/307647)

With the arrival of European settlers substantial and unpresented changes occurred to the
landscape. European settlers, through their attempts at permanence through taming the Australian
environment competed heavily with Aboriginal for the local resources, which eventually prevented
Aboriginal people from accessing their traditional hunting grounds. Despite tensions arising with the
European settlement in the Plenty Valley, Aboriginal people continued to visit the area from time to
time. H.C.A. Harrison, a decedent of an early settler noted that at his family’s property (settled in
1837) the tribes visited twice and camped on the river some 200 metres from the house (Jones
1992:9). Harrison reported that in one instance their house had been surrounded by perhaps
hundreds who ‘menaced’ them before digging up potatoes with yam sticks and heading on their
way. Another settler family, the Kirby’s who came to the area in 1841, noted that “There were
plenty of blacks about but they were quiet and harmless” (James Kirby cited in Payne 1975:8). From
these accounts it seems that the Aboriginal peoples were both ‘menacing’ and ‘harmless’ indicating
the documentary accounts of contact are as diverse as the peoples involved. We however have
almost nothing recorded at the time of the Aboriginal perspective of these encounters, so the story
is substantially biased. These snippets of information do however reveal that the Aboriginal peoples
continued to attempt to maintain access to the land and its resources, and when denied they
obtained what they needed from the new settlers. Overtime this resulted in tension and conflict as
land ownership was redefined according to European understanding and law.
Despite the transformation of the Plenty Valley area when new settlers arrived, the Wurundjeri
seem to have continued to come to the region, although in significantly changed circumstances.
Moses Thomas purchased land on the western bank of the Plenty River and Aboriginal people
continued to access their former hunting grounds. Walter Thomas (Moses and Janet’s son)
recollected repeated interaction with Aboriginal people in the area during the 1850s and 60s and
reported that his family had a good relationship with them (Advertiser (Hurstbridge) 11 November
1927:2). As a child he learnt to swim and climb trees under their instruction and the same article he
recalls that he
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“.. well remember the site where the Yan Yean Reservoir now stands as a big swamp,
and the blacks were in the habit of spearing eels in the early days and selling them
anywhere they could. But, sad to say, they used the money to buy rum, of which they
were inordinately fond. In the early fifties the blacks were fairly numerous in the valley
of the Plenty, and they generally camped about 25 chains from our home (The Bridge
Inn). My father and mother were always kind to the natives and my father, although the
owner and licensee of the Bridge Inn, would not allow or have sold any drink to go into
their hands. One we knew well, Black Peter, was very much liked and respected.
Another, Mary, in a tribal row, was speared through her thigh by her husband, Tommy,
who was a brother of Peter, and he cleared and left his lubra in a mia mia. My mother
sent a man and vehicle up for her and brought her to the Bridge Inn, and tenderly cared
for her and nursed her back to health. That grand but gruff, old man, the late Dr.
William Ronald, of Williambrook, professionally attended her, although in receipt of no
pay for his services. But that was a trait in the doctor’s character”.
To the north of the study area at the Yan Yean reservoir, the Melbourne chronicler ‘Garryowen’
recollected that the area had been significant to the local Aboriginal people as an initiation site (Finn
1988:562). In addition, he recounted that during a visit to Yan Yean with the former Assistant
Protector, William Thomas that ‘Yan Yean’ translated to be ‘a young man’ and which Garryowen
took to mean a place of initiation (in Payne 1975: 8). William Thomas had set aside land to be used
as a burial ground for Aboriginal people, which it was for a short time, but its use declined with that
of the tribes and its location is no longer known. Other notable interactions occurred in 1854
(possibly 1855) when a large groups of people (including many Aborigines) gathered at Morang
(Mernda) for the opening of a steam powered flour mill (probably Thomas Moses’s) (Payne 1975).
However, over time aboriginal visitation to the Plenty Valley all but ceased and the lands that they
had once relied upon were closed to them.

3.4 Historic Occupation
3.4.1 Initial Settlement
The first explores to the Plenty Valley region were Hume and Hovell in 1824 who were searching for
good grazing land (see Figure 7). They were however largely unimpressed with what they found
when after climbing to the top of a large hill they were disappointed with the quality of the land
they saw before them and named the hill for posterity as Mount Disappointment (Hicks 1988:1).
The next recorded visitor was J.T. Gellibrand who was somewhat more impressed and recorded in
his diary entry for 12 February 1836 that the Plenty River “…. is the only stream except the Barwun
(sic) deserving the name of the River” (Jones 1992: 4-6). The difference of opinion of the Plenty
Valley area is notable and may perhaps relate to seasonal variation of land condition during the
different visits.
The first settlers arrived in the Plenty Valley in 1837 as pastoralists and established themselves close
to the Plenty River (Payne 1975:4). The western side of the river was less densely timbered than the
eastern side and it was here that the larger squatting runs were established. The land was cleared
and the timber was used to construct the first dwellings and fencing. Despite this taming of the
landscape they struggled in the new environment and on the 6 February 1851 the ‘Black Thursday’
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bushfire fire swept through the valley destroying much of the infrastructure that they had worked to
create. As described in The Argus newspaper on 10 February 1851 “On the Plenty also, an almost
inconceivable amount of damage has been done”.

Figure 7: View on the Plenty River, Fred Kruger 1880c. State Library
of Victoria http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/121616

While the natural and environmental obstacles tested the resolve of the early settlers, they also had
to contend with the unruly elements within their own society in the new district of Port Phillip
District. Bushrangers became a particular threat in the area in the 1840s but here were also concerns
over lawless itinerant workers, especially timber sawyers and splitters who passed through the
northern reaches of the colony in search of labour (Mann 1996, Hicks 1988:4). According to E.P.S.
Stuart in a letter to Governor LaTrobe in 1853 the Plenty Valley “..district was full of cattle stealers”
(Hicks 1988: 4). Despite these problems the settlers did rather well in supplying agricultural products
to the colony. This position was further reinforced following the discovery of gold and the Mernda
area becoming a well-travelled route for those heading to the goldfields. This provided new
opportunities for trade to those farmers and suppliers who were willing put aside the unsavoury
nature of previous encounters and engage in trade with the travellers (Payne 1975: 8-9, 13, Mann
1996, Context 2013:12). As a result of the significant population increase in the Port Phillip colony
and influx of people passing through the Plenty Valley heading to the goldfields the prices of many
agricultural products rose with the pressures of shortages of supply (Context 2013:12). This provided
opportunities for those who had the means to produce agricultural products and commodities to
service the population as well as those willing to embark on new ventures.
By far the greatest period of prosperity for the Mernda settlers was during the construction of the
Yan Yean aqueduct (1853-57) through provision of food and commodities to those working on the
water supply project. A further and unexpected market came from the tourists who flocked to the
new Yan Yean reservoir in Whittlesea both during construction as well as after completion (Hunter
Payne 2005: 474).
Throughout this time the area of Mernda underwent several name changes, initially the little village
was known as Morang but in 1891 it changed its name to South Yan Yean (largely to take advantage
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of the tourist trade heading to the reservoir) and then to Mernda in 1913 (Watson 2003: 309-310).
In 1928 Mernda was finally proclaimed a town.
A closer settlement was proposed on the western side of the intersection of Plenty Road and Bridge
Inn Road and was named Separation (Context 2013:12-13). Plans were drawn for the settlement,
streets named and lots sold but the venture failed to reach the speculative potential of its
supporters. Further closer settlement schemes occurred on the eastern side of Plenty River at the
turn of the century. In 1889 the railway opened and the northern section of Plenty Road beyond
Bridge Inn Road was re-routed to bypass the town centre (Hunter-Payne 2005: 474). The railway line
closed 29 November 1959 and was dismantled soon after (Jones 1992: 112). The area largely
continues to be considered as a pastoral / agricultural district but increasing residential subdivision is
changing the nature of settlement in the area, with farming as an occupation becoming increasingly
rare in Mernda
3.4.2 Moses Thomas and Mernda
One of the more prominent people residing in Morang (Mernda) during the mid-nineteenth century
was Moses Thomas, his wife Janet and their extensive family. He was one of many in the area who
contributed to the development of the town and facilitated the means for the young to be educated,
the district to be resourced and helped to ensure that the town had the necessary facilities to build a
community. He has been referred as being the “Laird of Mernda” (Payne 1975, Hicks p.24, Robert
Sands 2007:10) however, this is surely an exaggeration as he possessed nether the money, land or
lineage although his family may have been in favourable circumstances (Ely 2016:71) or notoriety to
be considered by this title. He was however described in a Petition to Parliament in 1868 as a man of
“comparative affluence” (see Appendix C: Mr Thomas’s 1868 Petition) and in the Advertiser
(Hurstbridge) 1 October 1926, he is described (by his son Walter) as having a paternal lineage of
scholars. Despite some evident exaggeration concerning his lineage, Moses Thomas was without
doubt a prominent and significant local figure. He was a man with many occupations, in some he
was apparently quite skilled but it seems that in none was he professionally trained. In this way he
was like so many others in the nineteenth century who took to work and projects with the
enthusiasm of necessity, in a climate where there were shortages of skilled professionals and trades
as well as goods.
Moses Thomas was born in Glasgow (recorded as Perthshire by Sutherland 1888:415), Scotland in
1825 and then in 1842 (also reported as 1841 in Sutherland 1888: 415 and Robert Sands 2007:10)
and he travelled to the colony of Port Phillip with his older brothers David and John (see Figure 8)
(Ely in prep. 2016: 76). He arrived in the colony aged 17 or 18 years of age (25 in Robert Sands
2007:10); too young to have gained professional qualifications in many of the fields that he has been
reported as having attained (e.g. engineering or the ministry (see Sutherland 1888: 415, Robert
Sands 2007:10, Context 2013:23). Upon arrival in Port Phillip and according to his friend James Tait
who published his obituary in the Fitzroy Advertiser and Observer for 18 May 1878, Moses turned his
hand to several occupations in the colony including lime-burning at Port Phillip Heads, sheep
shearing, paling splitting, brick making, building and engineering (Ely 2016 :57,77). He has been
attributed as being a master at the Scots School in Collins Street Melbourne in 1846 (not to be
confused with Scotch College) (Ely 2016:57) went to Creswick in 1850 to try his luck at gold digging
(Sutherland 1888: 415) and then soon after took up farming leases in the Plenty Valley until he
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purchased land in Mernda in 1851 on the bank of Plenty River (Advertiser (Hurstbridge) 11
November 1927). Moses Thomas and his brother John were partnership as building contractors but
it was short lived and they dissolved the business in 1851 (Victoria Government Gazette 8 and 15
May 1850: page 389 and 402).
In 1843, when he was 18 or 19 years of age he married Janet Grierson, aged 18 who had arrived in
the Port Phillip colony in 1839 with her Scottish family. They had seven children and she died in
1861 in Mernda after a long illness (The Argus 26 July 1861). In 1863 Thomas married Ann and had
several more children (see Figure 9).

Figures 8 and 9: The Thomas brothers with Moses sitting on the left and Moses Thomas and Ann. Both
images 1860s or 1870s. Fay Thomas collection donated to SLV copy of image held with City of Whittlesea

In 1851 Moses Thomas purchased land (portion 19) from Arthur Sargeantson that included the title
for the Bridge Inn and its associated buildings near an old crossing of the river (see Figure 10)
(Thomas 1868). This property was known as ‘Wanstead’ and he renamed it ‘Marsh Farm’ (Payne
1975:138). Approximately a year later he purchased the remaining land that would become Mayfield
(Advertiser (Hurstbridge) 8 February 1929). Moses Thomas’s purchase of land in Morang occurred a
relatively short time following the ‘Black Thursday’ bushfires of February 1851 and Thomas would
have been well aware of the challenges faced by settling in this region (Advertiser (Hurstbridge) 8
February 1929, Jones 1992:36). Water supply and flood events would become one of the most
troublesome aspects of his tenure of land on the banks the Plenty River.
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Figure 10: Detail from the Plan of Eggleston Estate on
the River Plenty (1850s). Fay Thomas collection donated to
SLV copy of image held with City of Whittlesea.

In April 1851 Moses Thomas and his family moved into the old wattle and daub Bridge Inn and took
over the lease (see Figure 10). The inn had been licenced since 1841 and was located close to where
a bridge was to be constructed over the Plenty River, which did not occur until the 1860s, after the
relocation of the inn to Plenty Road. Walter Thomas, Moses and Janet’s son who would have been
seven or eight years of age at the time describes the Thomas family’s arrival at the inn:
“I call to mind my father, mother and their family traveling up the Plenty Road on their
way to Morang … [W]e traveled to the property my late father had purchased, and on
which there was a wattle and daub house that was doing duty as the Bridge Inn,
although there was no bridge near the place. We arrived at about 4.00 pm in April 1851,
and I can well remember my brother and I getting a string line and bending a pin for a
hook to try and catch a fish. The water was very clear and we could see the fish
swimming around in it. But, needless to say, … we caught no fish, but an uncle who had
come along with us fixed a line, got some worms, and soon caught a beautiful lot of fish.
The River Plenty then was a beautiful stream of water, clear as crystal, and with a strong
flow of water — very different from the present depleted stream.” (Advertiser
(Hurstbridge), 11 November 1927).
The Bridge Inn, on the banks of the Plenty River was in addition to its hotelier functions serviced as a
community hub with meetings and religious services held there. This is typical of early settlements
where civic buildings are yet to be built and private facilities were sufficient. Thomas rose to
prominence early in the district and in 1855 he staged a horserace on his property where he fired
the starter for the race (The Argus, 1927:2-3, Evelyn Observer and Bourke East Record Friday 24
November 1916: 3).
In 1854 Moses Thomas commenced construction of the flourmill, but shortly afterwards had to
move it slightly to the north in order to avoid the Yan Yean pipe track works where it crossed over
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the river (see Figure 11) (Jones 1992:149). The mill initially opened using a steam engine to power
the mechanics for milling but was converted to water power in 1857, at a time when the flow and
consistency of the Plenty River was reduced by the Yan Yean scheme (Thomas 1868). Without
consistent and reliable water access to his mill he was unable to operate the machinery. As a result,
Thomas argued that he was for years in conflict with the water authorities over riparian rights
(property owner’s rights to continually access water). He also quarrelled with his neighbour further
downstream at Carome after Thomas constructed a dam across the river and further restricted his
fellow miller’s access to the water (Payne 1975:138-9). In 1863 a flood destroyed the dam wall and
ended forever the operation of Thomas’s mill. For several years afterwards he sought compensation
for the investment in the mill and in 1868 he submitted a petition to the Victorian Parliament (see
Appendix C). He was however unsuccessful and never recovered from the outlay on this venture as
evidenced in his probate inventory of 1878 (Ely 2016:49).

Figure 11: Melbourne Water Works survey of the Pipe Track (Fay Thomas Collection, copy held at City of Whittlesea. No date
but likely to have been drawn 1852-54.

Despite the issues with the mill it seems Thomas was resourceful. He maintained the lease on the
Bridge Inn and moved the hotel from Marsh Farm to a new site sometime in 1854-55 on the hill
where he was to build his homestead “Mayfield’ (Ely 2016: 92, Payne 1975:112). Marsh Farm was
apparently leased out and he continued to collect income (Ely 2016: 49). Here he also ran a butter
factory from Mayfield farm (Meredith Gould 1991) and grocery store and kept detailed accounts
that still survive and were donated in 2015 by Fay Thomas collection to the State Library of Victoria.
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The Bridge Inn was again moved in 1863 to its present location at the intersection of Plenty Road
with Bridge Inn Road (Payne 1975:112). Thomas was involved in various pursuits especially relating
to building (having experience as a builder in partnership with his brother John) and is reported as
designing the bluestone bridge over the Plenty River at Bridge Inn Road (Payne 1975:23). He
donated the land for the Mayfield Church which he also designed and built in 1860. He was an
experienced stonemason and building contractor and perhaps used stone quarried from his own
property (Ely 2016:65). He also designed and built the National School and teacher’s residence and
in 1862 he was a member of the Morang District Road Board, and in 1865 was appointed Engineer,
clerk and collector to the board (Victoria Government Gazette 27 January 1865). He also initiated the
establishment of the Cornucopia Lodge of Manchester Unity Independent Order of Oddfellows
friendly society (Ely 2016:16).
Thomas died in 1878 and a Statutory Notice to Creditors appeared in the Victoria Government
Gazette of 28 June 1878. He had assets valued at £3500 (after the £1500 mortgage was deducted)
which falls well short of the estimated £6000 that he apparently invested in the flourmill,
demonstrating the long-term impact of this venture on his financial situation (Ely 2016: 49). The
Thomas family retained Mayfield until 1957 when the property was sold (Robert Sands 2007:18).
3.4.3 The Thomas’s Flour Mill
Thomas’s flourmill is located in parish of Morang in the county of Burke, Crown allotment 9, portion
19 originally selected by Arthur Sergeantson on 5 February 1840.
Moses Thomas erected the last of the three flourmills on the banks of the Plenty River: Carome
operated by Wills was located also on land originally owned by Sergeantson, but further to the south
and there was another mill at Janefield (operated by Coulstocks). The mill constructed by Moses
Thomas was the largest of the three to be built. In the period when Moses Thomas was in the
process of constructing his flourmill the price of flour in Melbourne was relatively high (Peel
1974:44). Some of this was due to general supply as there were few mills in Victoria at the time, as
well as the effects from a dramatic increase in population and associated increased demand for
provisions needed (Jones and Jones 1990: 94). At the time, in 1852/3 William Howitt described the
situation by stating that “..provisions are very high, and it is feared that there may be a dearth of
flour…” (Howitt 1972: 14).
It therefore may have seemed like a good time to invest in the flour milling business and in 1852
Thomas in partnership with his brother John selected a site on the bank of the river and in 1854
began construction (See Appendix C). However, after an expenditure of £100 the mill had to be
moved to the north as the new Yan Yean pipe track would have cut off his access to Plenty Road
possibly via the private road Berry Lane (see Figures 11 and 12). As reported in The Argus of 5
August 1868 page 4:
Mr. Thomas became possessed of land having a frontage to the Plenty River,
with a view to erect a flour‐mill, to be driven by water power. In 1852 levels
were taken, and in 1854 he sank foundations for the mill. After expending
about £100 these operations were abandoned, on account of the line of pipe
track coming between the site for the proposed mill and the main road. He
afterwards commenced to work on the other side of the pipe track, where the
present mill now stands.
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Figure 12: Drawing of the mill site attributed to Moses Thomas that accompanied his petition to the
Parliamentary Committee in 1868 (see Appendix C). Fay Thomas collection (SLV) copy held and provided by
City of Whittlesea

The mill was apparently two-storey in height and constructed using bluestone (see Figure 16). It is
possible that the stone was quarried from Thomas’s own property and that he was involved in its
actual construction being a skilled stonemason and possessing some talent with architectural design.
John Pratt was his miller and a cottage was also constructed nearby (Payne 1975: 138). However,
the drawing of the site attributed to Moses Thomas in 1868 does not show the cottage, which
should be located between the mill building and the Yan Yean pipe track (see Appendix C and Figure
12). The plan does however show Mr Thomas’s house as further up-stream and probably refers to
the former Bridge Inn that was the family home for many years.
The mill was probably powered by a Cornish steam engine of six to seven horsepower that was
capable of milling 700 pounds of wheat per hour on a single pair of mill stones (Jones and Jones
1990: 98). We know he had some custom at the mill with the descendants of Moses Thomas locating
an original receipt for milling of bran from 23 October 1856 (see Figure 13). The mill is referred to as
the ‘Mayfield House Flourmill’ on the River Plenty, which is the name of the estate that he
established fronting Plenty Road after moving from the former Bridge Inn hotel site. While the
machinery is no longer present on site at the mill a boiler that may have been used was identified
approximately a kilometre downstream having apparently been washed away during a flood (see
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Figure 14). While it cannot be confirmed that it was from the mill it is the most likely origin as the
Carome Mill never functioned on steam power and there are no other known industries between
the Thomas Mill and the boiler location that operated on the Plenty River. A Cornish steam engine
generating six to seven horse-power was of sufficient size to power a single pair of grinding stones
and this is likely to have been what Thomas used, although there is no evidence of the mill stones
currently at the site.

Figure 13: An invoice for milling of bran from Moses Thomas to Mr Tattersal. (Fay Thomas collection copy
held at Whittlesea Council.

Figure 14: The boiler possibly from the Thomas Mill on the bank of
the Plenty River south of the former Carome Mill.

Thomas’s decision to use steam rather than water power in this initial stage may have more to do
with the price he would be able to charge customers through its improved efficiency. With steam
power, despite the increased costs to power the machinery he would still have been able to charge
more for his milling owing to improved time efficiency and therefore the quantity that could be
milled. However in his Parliamentary petition (Thomas 1868 see Appendix C) he reported that the
decision to use steam was temporary while he sorted out reliable water supply access The Argus
1868 page 4:
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Finding it would cost more to apply water power at the present site than
where he first proposed to work, he attached a steam engine to drive the
mill until he could get the water power applied… In 1857 the Carome Mill,
lower down the river, which had lain idle for some time, was purchased.
Mr. Thomas then found it would be impossible for him to compete against
his rivals' water power with steam.
In order for the operation to be successful (as fuel had to be purchased and transported) the prices
for flour in the market place needed to be high, which they were when Thomas commenced
planning for the mill (Peel 1974: 43-44 and 97, Jones and Jones 1990: 95). However, this was not to
last and when prices dropped, Thomas would probably have experienced tightness in his profit
margin. Within a short time of the mill opening for business it seems he began to plan for cheaper
alternatives to steam power. Thomas reported to the Parliamentary committee that he was advised
in 1856 to install a turbine wheel by engineer Mr Jackson in order to improve efficiency for
generating power, and in 1858 he fully converted the mill to waterpower (see Appendix C). In
addition he constructed a dam wall to divert water from the plenty River and channels to direct it to
the wheel as depicted in the drawing submitted to Parliament as part of the petition (Appendix C,
Jones and Jones 1990:7).
Even though Thomas is often attributed as having purchased a Pelton water-wheel, this model was
not patented until 26 October 1880, well after the closure of his mill in Mernda (Pelton 1880, The
American Society of Engineers accessed 12 July 2016, Jones and Jones 1990: 99). The term Pelton
was however often applied to early versions of this technology that operated on the same principle
of water management, and may explain the reference to this type of wheel being used at the
Thomas’s flourmill, even though it had not been invented until well after the period of operation of
the mill (Jones and Jones 1990:99).

Figure 15: Patent design for the Pelton type wheel
(Pelton 1880 United States Patents and Trademarks
Office accessed on line)
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From 17 February 1857 Moses Thomas commenced a letter campaign to the water authorities to
confirm and obtain an allowance of water to run his mill (see Appendix C). He was however
unsuccessful in achieving the allocation that he calculated that he thought he required. When a
flood occurred in 1863 it washed away his dam wall that stored water to power the wheel and this
contributed to its closure that year. Through the petition Thomas applied for compensation and it
was debated in Parliament. As described in The Argus 1870, 10 June page 7:
“Mr. Thomas, a mill owner on the Plenty River, for loss sustained through the
diversion of the Plenty River for the purposes of the Yan Yean water supply
scheme. Mr. Thomas purchased land on the River Plenty in the year
1851 for the purpose of erecting a mill, and that £2,000 should be
paid to Mr. Thomas for the losses he has sustained”.
However, Moses Thomas was not successful with his petition and he never resumed milling
activities. Instead he pursued other employment opportunities; a far cry from the prosperous
business owner that he likely imagined. The mill site was again hit by floods in 1878 destroying the
Yan Yean track and probably impacting on some of the remaining water diversion features that
Thomas had constructed (see Figures 16 and 17). Some of the machinery appears to have been sold
to the Yarra Falls mining Company in 1888 and the water-wheel appears to have been broken up for
scrap metal during the Second World War (Jones and Jones 1990:99). There is however no record of
what became of the mill stones or much of the building fabric as it is absent from the site. There is
also very little information on the cottage, its construction, use and abandonment and requires
further investigation. The first time that the cottage is identified is in the 1878 photograph taken of
the Yan Yean pipe track (see Figure 17).

Thomas’s Flour Mill

Figure 16: Repairing the Yan Yean Aqueduct. Samuel Calvert 15 April 1878
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Cottage for Thomas’s Four Mill

Figure 17: Repairs to Yan Yean aqueduct March 1878. Image curtesy of the Whittlesea Historic
Society. The single storey building on the far right is the mill cottage.

In 1889 the Mernda to Whittlesea rail line was constructed crossing through the Thomas’s property
(see Figure 18). Detailed surveys were undertaken on preparation of the new railway line in 1887
and included the Thomas’s property where it shows a building. It is possible that by this time Moses
Thomas had begun selling off the mill building fabric similarly to the machinery, and that by this
stage the two-storey bluestone building was no more than foundations.
N

Berry Lane

Railway Alignment

Cottage and
site of the mill

Figure 18: 1887 Fitzroy to Whittlesea line surveyors plan (State Library of Victoria)
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3.5 Landuse Summary
The Moses Thomas flourmill was a failed venture undertaken by a resourceful man, and one from
which he was never to financially recoup his costs. The investment in a two-storey mill building,
machinery, dam works and water diversion channels, the construction of Berry Lane as well as the
time and resources devoted to this project were extensive. Following its closure (apart from the sale
of the machinery in 1888 and the water wheel during the Second World War) little is known about
the remaining fabric, although some disturbance from floods has been suggested. While the effects
of the Yan Yean water scheme would have had some impact on the mill operation, decreasing prices
of flour through increased imports as well as the long-term unreliable and often insufficient supply
of water of the Plenty River even without the effects of the Yan Yean scheme would have made the
venture difficult. Flourmills had limited success in Victoria, especially those that relied on water
power. This is because of the unreliable water resource required for generating power. Even
though the flourmill was a relatively short lived venture the site has been used throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It therefore has the potential to contain archaeological deposits
relating to the function of the site as a flourmill as well as subsequent pastoral occupation.
In terms of Aboriginal occupation the historic landuse has substantially altered the landform and
impacted on the natural processes of the river. The construction activity associated with the
flourmill as well as the Yan Yean pipe track has substantially altered the landscape in and nearby the
study area. These activities have also impacted on the natural soil profiles of the area and have
potentially affected the integrity of Aboriginal cultural heritage that are in proximity to the river
bank.
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4.0

Thomas Mill Investigation

The historic excavation was directed by Catherine Tucker. Jeremy Smith (Heritage Victoria)
supervised Trench A, Maddison Miller (Heritage Victoria) supervised Trench B and Anne-Louise Muir
(Heritage Victoria) supervised the artefact processing and analysis. The following section presents
the results of the excavation of the historic fabric of the Thomas Mill site (H7922-0040). The
excavations were conducted under Heritage Victoria Consent 959 and Aboriginal Victoria Permit
F15/746 (see Appendices A and B). Section 5 of this report presents the findings of the investigations
into the Aboriginal occupation of the study area.

4.1

Existing Conditions

The location for Trench A was chosen because there were visible bluestones foundations and
fragments of handmade brick, seemingly in alignment, extruding through the ground and weed
cover (see Image 10). A slightly raised rectangular mound was also visible indicating the possible
presence of a building in this area. The initial interpretation of this features was that it may have
been a cottage/dwelling or store associated with the mid-nineteenth century operation of the mill,
which may have been repurposed following the mill’s closure. The 1878 photograph (see Figure 17 in
Section 3.4.3) shows the structure as a single storey building with a window and chimney at the
southern end.

Image 10: Trench A prior to excavation. The Yan Yean pipe crossing over the
Plenty River is visible in the rear left of the image.

Trench B was chosen because initial site visits revealed bluestones alignments and the mostly intact
face of the wheel bed. Historical research suggested that the mill structure was substantial, and it
was therefore decided that full excavation of the feature was out of scope for this project. In
addition owing to the proximity of the excavation area to the escarpment over the waterwheel site
and channels it was decided that this location was unsuitable for community participants (see Image
11). Instead it was decided that only a very limited clearing of the area would occur in order to
uncover a few key features for interpretation purposes during site tours. The archaeological
potential was considered to be very high.
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Image 11: Trench B location (in the red bunting on the right) and the wheel bed
channel.

4.2

Excavation Methodology

Prior to the commencement of the excavation a large section of the Thomas Mill site had been
slashed by Parks Victoria to reduce the height of the grass and to allow access between the
excavation areas and artefact processing area. At the commencement of the excavations all site
personnel were provided with a cultural awareness induction given by Catherine Tucker and the
Wurundjeri representative who was present on the day (see Table 1 and Condition 10 of Permit
F15/764 in Appendix B).
The excavation of the mill cottage (Trench A) and mill (Trench B) was undertaken entirely through
the use of hand tools. Trench A measured 6x10 metres and was orientated roughly in a north to
south direction encompassing a concentration of orange, broken handmade bricks at the southern
end of the structure that was likely to be the remains of the collapsed chimney. As excavation
progressed the investigation concentrated on the internal area of the cottage as well as the brick
paving and steps leading towards the river. This effectively reduced the area of excavation,
especially to the north, south and west. Trench B was located north of the house and measured 6x6
metres and was placed directly over the most prominent section of the feature. Very little
excavation occurred at this location with mostly grass removal and cleaning of the exposed stone
foundations.
The excavation commenced with the initial removal of surface vegetation that was stockpiled on
plastic tarps as required by Specific Condition 12 of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Permit F15/746 (see
Appendix B). Following the surface clearance, it seemed likely that the main site feature was a
rectangular structure with bluestone foundations and footings (which accorded with the 1878
photograph see Figure 17). Deposits were hand sieved using a 5mm mesh and all artefacts were
retained and placed in resealable plastic bags with location information. Deposits were recorded by
stratigraphic profile identifiable by individual context numbers unique to each Trench.
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At the completion of the excavation all of the exposed features were covered with weed matt and
the trenches were backfilled with the removed spoil.

4.3 Excavation Aims
This project was undertaken primarily for stakeholder engagement and not for the full exposure or
investigation of the features at Thomas’s flourmill. For this reason it was not a requirement to
complete the investigation to sterile deposits, on contrary it was decided that leaving unexcavated
parts of the site would be a more appropriate outcome. Similarly for the Aboriginal investigation the
fieldwork was undertaken as part of the community engagement project and there was no
requirement to identify or expose the extent or nature of the Aboriginal Places investigated.

4.4 Trench A – Mill Cottage Excavation
Trench A was supervised by Jeremy Smith.
4.4.1 Flourmill Cottage Context Description
Five context numbers were allocated to the excavation of Trench A (see Figure 19):









Context 1 was the main fill and surface deposit within the building and was of mixed
integrity. It contained artefacts that represent the building demolition and occupation phase
and was divided in the field into north, south and floor areas of the trench. The deposit was
approximately 10cm in depth with 3-4cm containing artefacts. This deposit was not fully
excavated. A 1x1 metre test pit sondage was excavated into this deposit to assess the depth
and integrity of the artefact distribution. This excavation did not reach sterile deposits but
ceased at 20cm depth below the current ground surface.
Context 2 is the verandah surface of broken hand-made bricks, aligned in up to 18 rows
(running north-south) on the eastern side of the main building (facing towards the Plenty
River). A single square bluestone block, perhaps a verandah post footing, survived towards
the southern end of this feature. The surface of the bricks is more heavily degraded / worn
close to the likely main entrance, at the centre of the east wall of the main structure. A test
Pit (Test Pit 2) was placed in the verandah at the northern area of the building to assess the
deposits in this area. No artefactual material was identified.
Context 3. Remains of collapsed hand-made brick chimney feature, at the middle of the
southern end of the building, exterior side. The brick scatter extended from the area around
centre of the south wall, towards the south-east, suggesting the chimney may have
collapsed in that direction.
Context 4. Remains of bluestone hearth at the southern end of the building.
Context 5. Bluestone and brick steps at the south-eastern corner of the house, running from
adjacent to the river, up to the brick verandah surface. The surface includes one complete
stamped/machine made brick (likely to be post 1880) suggesting that the site was still in use
at this time.
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Context 2
Steps to Plenty River
Context 5
Test Pit
2

Test Pit
1

Context 3
Context 4
Context 1

Figure 19: Trench A plan. Drawn by Jeremy Smith
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4.4.2 Flourmill Cottage Structure Description
The flourmill cottage was a rectangular structure with bluestone foundations with no internal room
divisions and a hearth at the southern end. The main point of entry was in the middle of the wall
facing the river where there a verandah comprising hand-made brick. The building measured 7.5 x3
metres in size and was orientated north to south. At the southern end of the building was the
remains of a collapsed fireplace and hearth (see Image 12). The chimney appears to have been
constructed of brick with a bluestone base and hearth. The chimney base was positioned on the
outside of the building (probably in order to increase internal usable room capacity) and the hearth
extended into the room. This configuration is clearly depicted in Figure 16. None of the bricks were
in situ and many were highly degraded.

Image 12: Chimney collapse Context 3

The foundations of the building were made of roughly dressed quarried bluestone with packed
rubble in the crevices (see Image 13). Only a single course of stone remained and the demolition
rubble that was removed during the course of the excavation was insufficient for a complete built
structure. This may potentially indicate the removal off site of usable building materials, or the
impact of flood events.

Image 13: The mill house view south
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The entrance to the building was not obvious but has been speculated to be on the centre east
where there is a brick path and verandah surface (see Image 14). Most of the bricks are aligned
north south, but there is a small section that is east west and extends towards the wall probably
indicating where the entrance was situated. In the south east beyond the alignment of the verandah
are the remains of a set of steps extending towards the plenty river (see Figure 19 and Image 15).
This may have been the access point to the river for gathering fresh water to be used in the house.
The step has two visible levels with the possibility of more extending down the slope towards the
river.

Image 14: Brick paving at the entrance of the building (Context 2)

Image 15: Steps towards the Plenty River (Context 5)

4.4.3 Flourmill Cottage Deposit Description
Context 1 is a deposit that covered the entire area within the foundations of the building. Although
some possible floor surfaces (packed surfaces with high associated artefact numbers) were identified
in a few places, nothing conclusive was found across the internal room space, and it is likely that
these perhaps represent short-term floor surfaces that lasted for a few seasons only. Artefacts
continued to be noted to a depth of 20cm below surface level, suggesting that occupation deposits
survive beneath the excavated layer. This deposit was not fully excavated. A sondage (Test Pit 1)
was excavated along the inner eastern wall of the building in order to assess the integrity and depth
of Context 1; the deposit containing a variety of artefacts as well as the depth of wall foundations.
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The test pit was 1x1 metre in size and was laid directly against the wall within the room. The deposit
was excavated to 20cm depth and identified artefacts throughout but did not reach sterile surface.
It was noted that other artefacts were located beneath the floor surface. This is likely to be the
result of some site disturbance following the abandonment and demolition of the place, rather than
the existence of an earlier floor level at greater depth. It is unlikely that an earlier floor level existed,
given the relative elevations of the floor surface, hearth base, wall footings and brick verandah. The
presence of some plastic fragments located within the fill and in the vicinity of the packed earth
floor, and the discovery of some objects beneath the floor level is indicative of a measure of site
disturbance.
Overall, 905 historical archaeological artefacts were recovered from within the house remains
(context 1), contributing to 173 artefact records (see Section 4.6). Most of the artefacts are
consistent with a date of 1840-1860, apart from what appear to be teeth from a plastic comb and
another plastic fragment. The median occupation date assessed from the artefact assemblage is
1850, with the majority of dateable artefacts falling into an 1840-1900 date range.
4.4.4 Flourmill Cottage Interpretation
The archaeological excavation did not fully uncover all of the potential for the site and as a result the
interpretation can only be preliminary at this stage (see Figure 19). Further interpretation will be
possible should future investigation occur. A 3D image was produced by Heritage Victoria during the
course of the project and this is included as Appendix D.
The flourmill cottage is a single room dwelling with the brick fireplace at the southern end of the
building, brick paving on the eastern side where there was most likely an entrance and steps
extending from the brick paving towards the Plenty River. It seems probable that there was timber
flooring but this had been removed possibly after abandonment. Nails were identified in the internal
space of the building but no evidence of post holes relating to the flooring. It also appears that other
building materials (stone, timber and roofing elements) may have been removed following
abandonment or dispersed as a result of flooding. There is no stratigraphic sequencing in the
artefact bearing deposit and mixing was quite evident. As a result the artefact bearing deposit
within the building has most likely suffered mixing as is evidenced by the date range of the artefacts
and the amount of silt in the deposit.
The artefacts are predominantly nineteenth century with some later inclusions. They are largely
domestic in nature and display a range of household items that would be expected in a site such as
this. There was very little evidence of smoking implements within the house indicating that this
occurred elsewhere. Kaolin pipe bowls were found near the mill building (Trench B) indicating an
association between work and smoking or at least this activity occurring away from the cottage.
4.4.5 Future Archaeological Potential – Flourmill Cottage
The flourmill cottage was only partially excavated during this program. Any future excavations could
focus on completing the investigations of the internal space of the cottage to sterile soil deposit. This
would pay particular attention to the potential for post holes (that may indicate flooring joists) and
any identifiable partitioning of the room space that may enhance our understanding of the internal
usage of the cottage. In addition, further expansion of excavation areas beyond the cottage may
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identify pathways, steps, yard fencing, access tracks and other structures that may have existed but
which now are not visible through the dense grass cover.

4.5

Area B Excavation

Area B was supervised by Maddison Miller. The excavations at the mill site did not reveal a large
amount about the operation and use of the mill because the extent of investigation was minimal.
This was because the primary aim for Trench B was to reveal footings for ease of onsite public
interpretation.
4.5.1 Context Description
Trench B was a 6 x 6 metre trench laid over the main visible building footprint. The investigation
commenced with surface clearance of rock debris and grass and concentrated on the machine base
area only. Following this partial excavation occurred around what was interpreted to be a boiler
setting that was marked by an extensive dark ash deposit. This deposit was not excavated. During
the project, a boiler was identified on the banks of the Plenty approximately 800 metres
downstream of the mill site (see Figure 15 in Section 3.4.3 of this report) and it is likely that this is
the original boiler that powered the mill for the first few years until Thomas converted to water
power. Sketch drawings were undertaken of the wheel-bed and remaining machinery and the scans
of these are included as Appendix E. The following is a description of the two contexts that were
allocated to the investigation of Trench B.
Context 1 comprised loose silty soil covering Trench B and was only partially excavated on the
eastern side of the trench over the machine bed and surrounds. It was only partially excavated in
order to sufficiently define the outline of the stone features and it overlaid Context 2. Aboriginal
artefacts were identified in this deposit and were not in situ (see Section 5).
Context 2 was the rubble fill associated with the machine base and was situated below Context 1.
The rubble was a siliceous material that had been burnt and shattered throughout the deposit. The
deposit also contained slate, metal and bluestone.
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Figure 20: Aerial with annotations of Trench B features (Maddison Miller) (image supplied by City of Whittlesea)

4.5.2 Structure Description
Owing to the limited scope of excavation only a small component of the foundations of the mill was
uncovered revealing a narrow bluestone foundation, possibly rectangular in shape containing a dark
ashy deposit (see Image 16). The bluestone had been roughly shaped and is small in size with rubble
filling and is of a similar construction to the cottage (Trench A). It was interpreted as a base for the
boiler.

Image16: Trench B
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4.5.3 Flourmill Deposit Description
During surface and overburden clearance a small and fragmented assemblage of artefacts was
identified that reflected a secondary use of the areas as a nineteenth and twentieth century rubbish
dump. In addition a large amount of artefacts were found dumped in the wheel bed of the mill
immediately adjacent to the excavation area having been thrown over the edge of the escarpment
and caught in the channel below. This seems to confirm the use of mill building as a rubbish dump
after the cessation of flourmill operations.
4.5.4 Flourmill Interpretation
Given the time restraints the mill feature was only partially not excavated and therefore the
functional and spatial assessment is not possible for this building beyond preliminary commentary.
Artefacts recovered from the machinery bed were mostly building materials such as nails and
strapping. The material uncovered has early manufacturing dates, and are likely to date to the
construction of the mill. The machinery bed was built up with stone, slate and double-fist sized silica
stones which had shattered in situ.
4.5.5 Flourmill Future Archaeological Potential
The excavation of Trench B at the mill building confirmed the present of in situ archaeological
features and therefore it demonstrates that this part of the site has high potential while the surface
deposits were highly disturbed. The integrity of artefact bearing deposits at the building has not
been confirmed.

4.6

Artefact Analysis

4.6.1

Artefact Processing Methodology

Initial cleaning and sorting
The artefacts that were recovered during the investigation were cleaned and re-bagged on site as
part of the community engagement program. Preliminary sorting was conducted at this stage to
separate artefact types into different materials and typological categories, such as clay tobacco pipes
being rebadged together and fragments from a conjoining plate or bottle likewise bagged
separately. The clean bags were labelled according to trench and context number and placed in a
box ready for transportation to Heritage Victoria for processing.
Cataloguing and Analysis
The artefacts were tabulated according to record count, minimum vessel count and fragment count.
Record count refers to the individual catalogue records that the artefacts have been allocated to,
based on material type, vessel form, pattern and spatial data. In some cases, like objects have been
catalogued under one number, due to high number of individuals. This is the case with iron nails,
window glass, and other building materials.
Minimum vessel counts have been calculated for some categories of artefact as “people don’t use
sherds, they use vessels” (Voss, cited in Voss and Allen 2010: 1). However, this is not appropriate for
all categories, such as iron strapping or window glass. The fragmented nature of the assemblage
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made the calculations of minimum vessel counts difficult. A conservative approach using diagnostic
features such as rim and base sherds has been adopted. However, if the pattern or colour on a body
sherd was demonstratively unique, the MNI was counted as one. This approach has resulted in a
conservative estimate of MNIs.
The ceramic minimum vessel count was calculated by sorting vessels by form, material and pattern.
Fragments too small to determine pattern or otherwise non-diagnostic identification were not
counted. Clay pipe vessel counts were calculated using mouthpieces only. Bottle and tumbler MNIs
calculated using diagnostic features such as bases and finishes. Fragments too small to determine
pattern or otherwise non-diagnostic features were not counted. If the glass colour on a body sherd
was demonstratively unique, the MNI was counted as one.
4.6.2 Flourmill Trench A, Context 1
Context 1 is the interior of the Thomas flourmill cottage consisting of a mixed artefact bearing
deposit. No rubbish deposit, privy or cess pit was found. It is likely that most artefacts that were
recovered were those remaining in the house when it was demolished. It is probable that an intact
rubbish feature isn’t present on the site, given the proximity of the river, and the abundant evidence
for its use as a rubbish deposit over the course of many years.
The nature of the deposit within the house means that some fragments that perhaps could have
been catalogued together were separated by the internal spatial organisation of the site. Spatially,
Context one was divided in the field into North, South, Floor, and the Test Pit excavated to test the
depth of artefact bearing deposit. The northern end of the house faced the mill; the southern end
abutted a fireplace and hearth (Context 4), while the floor refers specifically to a possible packed
earth floor surface that was identified approximately 250mm below the surface. Many artefacts
came from the fill above this, or were not allocated to the north or the south areas. The test pit was
a 1x1 metre square excavated to find this floor surface and was located against the east wall of the
house approximately half way along the length of the building. This spatial data was employed to
determine if there was any differential use of the house space that could be identified by the
artefacts. However, this material was deposited as a demolition layer, and analysis has determined
that there are no significant differences in the distribution of material. In fact, in many cases,
fragments of the same artefact were found distributed across the entire context.
Context 1 represents the largest assemblage within Trench A, consisting of 905 fragments,
contributing to 173 catalogue records. Despite providing the largest quantity of artefacts, this is still
a small assemblage, and very fragmented, which means that the conclusions that can be drawn from
it are limited. Its status as a demolition deposit also reduces its analytical capacity. However, some
observations can be made about the lives of the residents based on this assemblage.
The assemblage is not an anomalous one for the mid-nineteenth century, although the low number
of alcohol bottles and clay pipes is slightly unusual. However, this may be a result of the type of
deposit represented here and it is likely that such artefacts were disposed of into the river gully
rather than left around the house.
Most of the artefacts from Context 1 are consistent with the occupation dates of 1840-1860 apart
from what appear to be teeth from a plastic comb, and another plastic fragment. These clearly
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indicate disturbance of the deposit. Apart from this the median occupation date assessed from the
artefact assemblage is 1850, with the majority of dateable artefacts falling into an 1840-1900 date
range. When quantified according to material, the Context 1 assemblage is dominated by metal,
mainly in the form of nails and iron banding, followed by ceramic and glass (see Table 2).
Artefact Breakdown by Material
Material
Database Record Count
MNV
Ceramic
48
27
Composite
3
5
Glass
38
19
Inorganic
6
1
Metal
61
302
Organic
11
3
Synthetic
3
3
Unidentified
2
2
Table 2: Assemblage composition according material type for Trench A Context 1

Fragment Count
108
5
375
24
349
33
3
8

Artefact breakdown by Function and Sub-function
When the assemblage is broken down by function, building materials, in the form of nails and
window glass dominate, with food service items, and clothing, in the form of buttons following (see
Table 3).
Function/Subfunction
Architectural
Energy and lighting
Non-structural
Structural
Unidentified
Diet
Food
Drawing and writing
Writing
Furniture and furnishings

Record count
19
1
13
4
1
3
3
3
3
1

MNV
1
1
*
*
*
*
*
*
3
1

Fragment count
328
4
287
30
7
12
12
2
2
1

Fixtures and fittings
1
1
1
Hardware
36
280
320
Fastenings
32
280
280
Unidentified
4
*
40
Hygiene and cleaning
3
2
6
Grooming and personal
2
1
5
hygiene
Unidentified
1
1
1
Kitchen
48
23
135
Alcohol storage
2
1
35
Food preparation
2
2
2
Food service
36
19
93
Food storage
5
1
5
Personal
30
37
42
Clothing
22
25
29
Jewellery
5
10
10
Ornaments
2
2
3
Recreation
10
3
35
Smoking
9
2
34
Toys and games
1
1
1
Table 3: Artefact breakdown by Function and Sub-function.*MNVs not calculated for this artefact category
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Building Materials
The building material recovered from the site included window glass, iron nails, mortar and some
slate fragments. Minimum vessel counts were not calculated for window glass fragments as it is not
possible to know how large the window pane was prior to breakage. A total of 435 grams of glass
was recovered from Context 1. The window glass fragments range in thickness from 1.5 to 4mm
(thickness sometimes varies by up to 1mm on one fragment), with the majority being approximately
2mm in thickness. The fragments varied in colour from light green to colourless. These factors
indicate crown glass which has an end use date of up to 1880, and flattened cylinder glass (approx.
1830s to 1910), or broad glass which was imported to Australia after 1850 (Harris 2005: 10 –
although Boow {1991} gives conflicting dates for the use of broad glass).
The nail assemblage recovered from the house was uniform and was dominated by square cut nails
with rose heads, brads, Ewbank nails, hand wrought nails (three) and wire drawn nails (six). The
post-depositional conditions of the site meant that much of the iron was extremely deteriorated and
continued to deteriorate rapidly after excavation, hampering efforts to accurately identify
manufacturing techniques and therefore dates of nails. However the estimated manufacturing dates
of both the nails and the glass are consistent with the construction of the house in the midnineteenth century.
Slate fragments found within the floor deposit may have related to damp coursing or roofing rather
than writing slate fragments. Samples of lime mortar or render were also collected.

Kitchenware
The majority of the artefacts falling into the Kitchen functional category are related to food service.
On minimum vessel calculations, only one alcohol bottle was found, an olive green case bottle with
an applied tapered collar finish. One food storage bottle with a wide mouthed light green bottle was
recovered that likely contained condiments or pickles. Fragments from one lead glass tumbler with a
pressed facetted pattern were found across the context.
Form

Contributing records

Description

Bowl

TM 00092

Transfer printed printed blue bowl - base and rim fragments with foot
ring.
Rim and body fragments from white earthenware bowl or tureen. Blue
fibre pattern
Fragment of white earthenware - likely base fragment from an eggcup.
No visible decoration
Base fragment from earthenware container - possibly flat vessel. Has
been badly burnt so that any pattern is not discernible -although likely
flow. Some lettering can be made out on one side of the fragment
Fragments from earthenware hollowware objects. Includes rim
fragments and a handle from a flow blue cup or mug
Fragment of white glazed earthenware cup or mug handle. Traces of blue
underglaze
Finely potted and highly fired whiteware eggcup fragments. Undecorated
Rim fragment from transfer printed earthenware flat vessel - plate or
saucer. Scalloped pattern is grey and faded
Rim fragment from earthenware flow blue flat object - probably plate

TM 00140
Container

TM 00147
TM 00019

Cup

TM 00144
TM 00153

Eggcup
Flatware

TM 00039
TM 00123
TM 00089, TM 00062, TM
00082
TM 00120

Two fragments from white earthenware plate/s - one rim, one marley.
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Hollowware

TM 00046, TM 00093, TM
00122, TM 00117
TM 00008

Plate

TM 00036, TM 00012
TM 00081, TM 00061
TM 00040

Saucer

TM 00058

Tumbler
Unidentified

TM 00016, TM 00051, TM
00079, TM 00129
TM 00137

Alcohol
storage
Food storage

TM 00014, TM 00078, TM
00110, TM 00142, TM 00160
TM 00028

No visible decoration
Fragments from blue transfer printed hollow vessel - pattern on both
sides of vessel - bowl? External pattern shows figure of a woman with an
umbrella , inside rose pattern
Rim fragment from a hollow vessel - bowl or cup? Pattern on both sides
of the fragment. Decorated with a brown transfer printed pattern of
small flowers and vines
Fragments from flow blue vessel
Fragments from white glossy glazed vessel with no visible decoration
Base fragment from thick bodied earthenware plate. No discernible
decoration
rim fragments from blue transfer printed earthenware saucer. Scrolled
border pattern
Rim and body fragments from clear glass facetted tumbler
Rim fragment from white earthenware vessel with moulded pattern
around rim
Base and body fragments from olive green case bottle
Finish, shoulder and body fragment from wide mouthed
pickle/condiment bottle with round neck and square body. Surface is
extremely degraded making manufacturing detail difficult to see. Aqua
glass with no moulded decorations

Table 4: Food service items from Trench A Context 1

Food service items dominated here, with a total of 18 vessels (see Table 4). This includes one plate,
one saucer, one eggcup (see Image 17), two bowls and several other items of indeterminate form.
No matching sets were identified; however, three objects (one hollow, one flat, one cup) are
decorated with Flow Blue. There is one Fibre vessel, one brown transfer print, and one vessel with a
moulded rim pattern. The remainder are either decorated with blue transfer print or are without
visible decoration.

Image 17: Egg Cup TM 00039

Personal
This category includes a relatively large number of buttons as well as a small collection of beads. The
total of 23 buttons makes up 13% of the 173 artefact records in the assemblage. Buttons were not
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recovered from any other part of the site. As with the rest of the assemblage, the spatial analysis
was not useful here, with the buttons being distributed across the whole of the house interior. A
single ceramic marble was recovered from the cottage and it is decorated with hand painted circles
(see Image 18).

Image 18: Hand painted marble

A small group of pale blue-glass seed beads was found in association with a copper alloy clasp,
suggesting a necklace or a rosary (see Image 19). These beads, which are 3mm in diameter, are often
associated with embroidery (Karklins 1995:113), but the clasp found with them suggests they came
from a piece of jewellery. Other beads include a spherical black glass bead, a spherical green bead,
and a facetted tubular black bead. Beads such as these are certainly suggestive of the presence of
women on the site and may represent loss from garments or jewellery. These items may also be
indicative of sewing and mending.

Image 19: Blue glass button and clasp
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Buttons
The buttons themselves are largely typical of those used throughout the nineteenth century. The
assemblage consists of 4 ceramic Prosser buttons, one shell, one glass and one horn or wood button,
and 16 metal buttons. The majority of buttons are either 11mm or 16-17mm in diameter. A type
series is displayed below (see Table 5). The metal buttons are largely trouser (or suspender) buttons
of either one or two piece construction. These buttons usually relate to a working man’s clothing
(Lindbergh 1999: 56) (see Image20).

Image 20: Selection of metal buttons

There is a group of four three-piece iron and copper alloy trouser buttons that are identical and may
have come from one garment. This style of button, a bar sew-through, was a French invention, and
according to Cameron (1985: 26), dates from 1844. This style of button was supposed to cause less
wear on the attaching thread. Additionally one button is similar but with an iron rather than copper
alloy upper face, and could have been used to replace a button on the same garment. There are four
similar, but not identical one-piece trouser buttons of the same diameter, as well as two much
smaller versions with impressed patterns. The majority of trouser buttons are medium sized with a
diameter of 16-18mm. The exceptions are two small metal buttons that have only three holes, and
appear to have an impressed pattern on the upper surface. There appears to be some evidence that
three-holed buttons were associated with children’s garments (Venovcevs 2013: 6), although they
were likely more widely used than this. Another anomalous button from this group has an extremely
shiny plated surface and a rouletted pattern. The smallest button is only 7mm in diameter, is iron
alloy, and shows traces of gilding. Cameron (1985: 25) dates gilding of copper alloy buttons from
1810-1850, but does not mention gilded iron buttons. It may have come from a child’s garment, or
even a doll’s.
The buttons were distributed fairly evenly about the site, rather than being recovered from one area
in a way that may have suggested a room used for sewing, or dressing, but given the nature of the
deposit, this is not surprising.
Four plain white Prosser buttons were recovered. All have four holes and are 10-11mm in diameter,
suggesting they may have come from pillowcases, underwear or shirts. Prosser buttons, common
after 1840, were made from a lightly moistened ceramic dust pressed into a mould (Sprague 2002:
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111). They were cheapest buttons that could be bought (Venovcevs 2013: 4), and came in a range of
sizes and decorations. Buttons such as these, and the sew-through shell button also found at the site
were used interchangeably by both sexes, and could often be found on the same garment
(Lindbergh 1999: 56).
One example of what is either a wood or a pressed horn button was also recovered. The button is
dark brown, and has an engraved line around the edge. It is a four-holed sew-through button with a
17mm diameter, suggesting it may have come from a jacket, coat or even pyjamas (Lindbergh 1999:
51). If a horn button, then it was manufactured from a slurry of bone, to which dye was added. The
resulting mixture was then pressed into a mould, enabling mass production (Lindbergh 1999: 52).
Small shanked metal buttons were used interchangeably on cuffs coats or vests (Venovcevs 2013: 8).
Two copper alloy shanked buttons were recovered from Trench A. One is a domed two-piece button
with an upper face of copper alloy and consists of a central circular face surrounded by a (possibly)
decorative band. Underside is iron alloy with copper alloy shank. The other is a flat shanked pressmoulded two-piece button with elaborately impressed pattern of concentric scrolls on the upper
surface and a fill material between the two surfaces.
Several authors have emphasised that buttons are most typical of male attire (Lindbergh 1999: 56,
Venovcevs 2013: 8), as women’s clothing was more typically laced, or fixed with hooks and eyes,
although some garments were buttoned. It does appear that the majority of buttons found at
Thomas Mill relate to male working attire. There are at least two sets of matching buttons, as well as
others that are very similar in style. This may be indicative of the discard of individual garments, but
may also suggest that someone in the house was keeping buttons to sew on to newer items of
clothing. Additionally, the presence of one very small, and two small three-hole buttons may suggest
the presence of a child on the site.
Button
type #
1

Description

Number

Artefact numbers

Prosser button. Undecorated. 4-hole sew through.
11mm diameter

4

TM 00022, TM 00072,
TM 00096

2

Black glass shanked button. White glass with layer
of black over most of external surface. Band of
white visible around centre of button, forming a
bullseye appearance. Surface has a matte finish.
Button is domed. 11mm diameter

1

TM 00118

11

3

Small shell button – 2-hole sew-through. Lozenge
shaped well in centre of button and line etched
around perimeter. 11mm diameter

1

TM 00095

11

4

Dark brown organic button - could be wood or
pressed horn. Grain visible. Has engraved line
around internal well. 4 hole sew-through. 17mm
diameter
Copper alloy button. Shanked press-moulded two
piece with elaborately impressed pattern on upper
surface. Unidentified material on inside of button
impressed with pattern from upper surface.
Concentric scrolled pattern Jacket or coat button?
Upper surface is flat - not domed.

1

TM 00187

17

1

TM 00188

17

5

Diameter
(mm)
11
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6

Small metal button. 3-hole sew-through made from
single sheet of metal. Impressed pattern on surface.
Distinct rim around edge.
Shanked copper alloy and iron button made in two
parts. Upper face is copper alloy and consists of a
central circular face surrounded by a (possibly)
decorative band. Underside is iron alloy with copper
alloy shank
Metal trouser button. Copper alloy 4-hole sewthrough. Concave with a flat rim. Lettering around
rim - maybe "YAL"

2

TM 00178, TM 00185

10

1

TM 00192

13

1

TM 00199

16

9

copper alloy sew-through with four holes made
from one sheet of metal. circular fish eye and
illegible lettering around rim.

1

TM 00181

17

10

Metal trouser button. Iron alloy two piece button,
counter sunk in centre. Heavily corroded - button
may be shanked, or sew through with protruding
section at back

1

TM 00183

18

11

Metal trouser button. Two piece copper alloy
button with circular fish-eye. 4-hole sew through

1

TM 00186

17

12

Metal trouser button. Copper alloy with circular
fish-eye. 4 hole sew-through. Lettering around
edge. "MOS - - SLEV" "LONDON"
Metal button - copper alloy with plating? tin? Very
shiney. Visible in lozenge shaped eye and in dotted
pattern around eye. Also on reverse side of button.
2-hole sew-though button made from a single sheet
of metal
Metal button - iron alloy with circular concave fish
eye. Shanked? Button is very corroded. Traces of
gilt/plating on edge of upper face

1

TM 00190

17

1

TM 00191

17

1

TM 00179

7

Metal trouser button. Three piece copper alloy
upper surface with circular fish-eye with rouletted
pattern around edge. Bar sew-through. Underside
of buttons is iron alloy. Button pierced by a single
large hole with a bar dividing to allow for stitching
Copper alloy four-hole sew-through 'trouser'
button. Well or eye at centre of button. No
markings.

4

TM 00181, TM 00182,
TM 00184

17

1

TM 00045

12

7

8

13

14

15

16

Table 5: Button Type Series

Trench A Thomas Mill Cottage : Site Activity
The residents of this cottage were likely to be frugally keeping and recycling buttons to be re-used
on garments. Most of these buttons appear to have come from a man’s working clothing. However,
there was also evidence of the presence of a child based upon the identification of buttons, a slate
pencil and a marble.
Flow blue tableware was favoured, as of the small number of vessels found, three of them were
decorated this way. They are not a matching set, but it may be that a choice was made to have
complimentary tableware.
Further analysis of the activities of the residents of the Thomas Mill is not possible from this small
fragmented assemblage; however, further excavation may provide richer evidence.
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4.6.3 Flour Mill: Trench B, Context 2
Trench B was excavated to reveal the mill machinery bed. Context 2 was a dense soil and light rubble
fill that covered the entire site (Trench B), as well as rubble fill inside of a machinery bed. Context 2
was located directly below Context 1, and above a cobbled surface and/or a burnt earth context that
were not investigated.
The artefacts were tabulated according to record count, minimum vessel count and fragment count.
Record count refers to the individual catalogue records that the artefacts have been allocated to,
based on material type, vessel form, pattern and spatial data. In some cases, like objects have been
catalogued under one number, due to high number of individuals. This is the case with iron nails,
window glass, and other building materials.
Context 2 consists of 36 artefact records representing 376 fragments, making it considerably smaller
than Context 1 in Trench A. However, some artefact types were sampled from this context, such as
slate fragments, as they were so prevalent. The range of materials reflected in this context is far
smaller than Context 1.
This is a small and fragmented assemblage, and it is likely that much of the artefactual material was
dumped on the site after the mill ceased to function. There is ample evidence that the nearby river
was used as a rubbish dump over many years. A glass bottle from Manufacturers Bottle Company of
Victoria Ltd, and a piece of Staffordshire ceramic with a registration mark (No. 6760 dates from
1920-1921) date from the twentieth century reflect the length of this activity. Most of the material
with early manufacturing dates are building materials, so they are likely reflective of the
construction of the flourmill and associated cottage, while material with more recent terminus post
quem was dumped later.
When quantified by material, Context 2 is dominated by glass from both windows and bottles
(although the large number of 53 window glass fragments represents only 48 grams); followed
closely by metal, representing a large number of nails (see Table 6).
Material
Ceramic

Record Count
36

MNV

Fragment Count
34

Glass
Inorganic
Metal

10
1
1

143
8
141

Organic

3
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Table 6: Material type for Trench B, Context 2

When the assemblage is broken down by function, building materials, including nails and window
glass (though see above for window glass count), dominate, with Kitchen related objects, including
food remains and utensils forming the second largest category (see Table 7). However, these items
are unlikely to have been deposited as a result of domestic use on site, and more likely reflect the
use of the area as a rubbish dump.
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Function/Subfunction

Record Count

MNV

Fragment
Count
62

Architectural

3

Structural

2

1

9

Non-structural

1

53

Diet

1

46

Food

1

46

Hardware

8

128

Fastenings

7

127

127

Machinery

1

1

1

Hygiene and cleaning

1

1

1

Pharmaceutical

1

1

1

Kitchen

10

13

73

Alcohol storage

3

3

31

Food service

5

7

28

Food storage

2

3

14

Personal

1

1

32

Ornaments

1

1

32

Recreation

4

2

4

Smoking

4

2

4

Unidentified

5

22

Unidentified

5

22

Weapons and ammunition

1

4

4

Ammunition

1

2

4

Wildlife

2

4

Scavenger

1

3

Unidentified

1

1

Table 7: Functional Categories for Trench B, Context 2

The most notable artefacts from Context 2 come from a small discrete cache of artefacts near the
machinery bed of the boiler. This cache included a clay pipe in the shape of a soldier’s head (see
Image 21). The pipe bowl is moulded in the shape of the head of a Hussar. He has a large nose and a
moustache, and a high shako style helmet secured with a chin strap and decorated with an eight
pointed star in a circle surrounded by a wreath. It was apparently a common British design from
1860 onwards with increasing popularity of the Rifle Brigade. This is an early example (Kris Courtney,
2015 personal communication).
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Image 21 Clay pipe bowl with soldiers head design

Found in close association with this pipe was a complete medicine bottle. The bottle contained Perry
Davis’ Vegetable Pain Killer, which was an opiate based concoction sold worldwide between 1840
and the early twentieth century. This bottle dates to between 1867, when the rectangular mould
was introduced to distinguish the original Vegetable Pain Killer from counterfeiters (Griffenhagen
and Bogard 1999: 80; accessed online 11/11/2015) and 1915. It was called “vegetable” because the
ingredients of opium and alcohol were entirely natural (http://www.opioids.com/painkiller.html,
accessed 12/11/2015).
This cache, which also included animal bone and window glass fragments, was likely deposited
sometime after the Mill had ceased operation in 1863, but may not be related to the later dumping
activity on the site.
Building Material
The building material recovered from the site represents the artefacts most likely to relate to the
flourmill. This included window glass, iron nails, and slate samples. Minimum vessel counts were not
calculated for window glass fragments. A total of 48 grams of glass was recovered from Context 2.
The window glass fragments range in thickness from 1.5 to 3mm, with the majority being
approximately 2mm in thickness. The fragments varied in colour from light green to colourless.
These factors indicate crown glass which has an end use date of 1880, or improved flattened
cylinder glass (approx. 1830s to 1910) (Harris 2005: 10)
The nail assemblage recovered from the house was very uniform. It was dominated by square cut
nails with rose heads, but also contained brads, Ewbank nails, clasps, and some large spikes. The
post-depositional conditions of the site meant that much of the iron was extremely deteriorated and
continued to deteriorate rapidly after excavation, hampering efforts to accurately identify
manufacturing techniques and therefore dates of nails.
A large quantity of slate was found in a matrix with silcrete around / in the machine bed, and
overlying a burnt clay surface. Metal strapping and many of the nails were found within this matrix.
It is unclear whether this slate was related to the structure of the mill.
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One very dark over-fired brick with a shiny surface was recovered. This was handmade and has a
fingerprint visible on one face, as well as a possible strap mark. The interior is dark and coarse. It is
substantially different from other brick samples collected from the domestic dwelling, which, while
handmade, are red and less highly fired.

Trench B Flour Mill - Site Activity
Three phases of activity on the site can be discerned through the artefacts from Context 2. The first
is the use or construction of the mill, reflected in the nails and glass and the over-fired brick that
were part of the structure. The second is the small discrete cache of objects found near the
machinery bed that dates from 1867 onwards (based on earliest possible date for the Perry Davis
bottle). This may be related to transient use of the site, possibly while the mill building was still
standing. The third phase relates to the use of the nearby river as a rubbish dump, and is reflected in
the ceramics and glass found on the site that have manufacturing dates into the twentieth century.
4.6.4 Artefact Analysis Conclusion
The excavation of the cottage and mill site produced 1281 artefacts comprising metal, glass,
ceramics, bone and organics. Most of the assemblage was recovered from the cottage rather than
the mill building but this is not unexpected as the former was the subject of far greater excavation
than the mill. Both locations have a similar assemblage composition which may indicate some
association between the two areas of the site. In addition, the cottage assemblage was more
fragmented than that recovered from the mill perhaps indicating in situ breakage rather than
deliberate disposal at the mill building in an area away from the main domestic quarters. This
parallels with the known use of the wheel bed area of the mill being used as a rubbish dump,
especially during the twentieth century with the observed accumulation of rubbish in this area.
The assemblage of the cottage was typologically a nineteenth century collection of material with a
mean range of 1840s-1900s. The artefacts are typical of this associated with a dwelling with the
usual array of food storage and service items however there was little in the way of alcohol bottles
or smoking implements, which is usually identified on nineteenth century sites. A small number of
jewellery items and toys were identified indicating a domestic family dwelling rather than singularly
male working quarters. The high number of nails indicates that the cottage may have originally been
timber framed, floored or roofed (with perhaps slate) but that the materials have decayed, damaged
by flood or were removed and sold as scrap. The deposits in the buildings appear to be highly mixed
and it is therefore unclear as to the extent that flood waters have had on the site and the cottage
therefore may require further excavation to assess this natural impact.

4.7

Thomas’s Mill Excavation Interpretation

The investigation of the two trenches at the former Moses Thomas flourmill on the Plenty River in
Mernda revealed that there are in situ foundations and associated occupation deposits relating to
nineteenth century occupation of the site. The foundations appear to be fairly minimal with only the
lowest course of building material remaining (see Figure 21). This suggests that building materials
that were suitable for reuse or recycling were removed from the site, especially the timber and
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worked stone items. This is in line with the known history of the site that indicates that that water
wheel had been removed during the early 1940s for scrap metal. It was probably not removed prior
to this time because of the difficulty in extracting the wheel from the channel. The excavations
reveal that the cottage had been modified in the later nineteenth century as indicated by the
presence of machine made bricks on the veranda, which is in contrast to the predominant use of
handmade bricks associated with the chimney. The later brick elements reflect repair and addition to
the structure rather than the initial phase of construction.
The artefact assemblage from the cottage indicates a collection of items that primarily relate to
domestic occupation with common household items present. The collection did not contain
quantities of tools (hammers, sheep shearers etc.) which indicate that the building was only ever
used for domestic accommodation and was not repurposed for storage of farm equipment or
machinery. This means that the artefacts were most likely used for their manufactured original
purpose rather than modified or reused for other purposes (e.g. bottles and containers were not
used to store paint, chemicals or oils for machines but were used for household purposes). The date
range of the artefact deposit from the 1840s to the 1890s reflects both the use of the site for the
mill operation as well as later residential use when the land reverted to pastoral purposes. In both
instances the building was used for housing and therefore there is unlikely to be any real
differentiation between the typology of the assemblages. It is entirely possible for the later
inhabitants to have had older types of ceramic plate and vessels and for this to mix with the earlier
objects. In addition, the mixing of the artefact bearing deposit (Context 1) provides no clear spatial
or stratigraphic difference in the assemblage making it difficult to discern specific periods or phases
of occupation.
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Figure 21: Aerial taken of Trench A. (Image supplied by City of Whittlesea)

The artefacts however demonstrate the strong domestic nature of the assemblage. Even though the
assemblage contains a high proportion of architectural and hardware items (e.g. window glass and
nails) this is not unexpected in a building with timber fixtures and windows and is merely
representative of the construction and abandonment of the cottage itself. The artefacts relating to
the preparation, service and consumption of food, hygiene, clothing, jewellery and writing indicate
typical activities that might be occurring in any household at the time. The high numbers or pins,
buttons, picks and other sewing implements suggests that repair or manufacture of clothing was
occurring in the cottage which is a typical domestic activity for a building of this type. The presence
of jewellery and the children’s toy suggest the presence of families rather than a mere worker’s
cottage and may relate to the pastoral phase of the site.
The mill site (Trench B) was only subject to very limited excavation, merely to determine the
condition of the fabric in this area and as a result little can be noted on the size, composition and
functional elements of the building. The limited numbers of artefacts from this site are mostly from
the wheel bed of the mill which was outside the excavation area for Trench B. These finds were
collected as part of a surface inspection. The finds were surface collections contained in the water
channel and are typical of an informal disposal site with items simply thrown over the edge of the
escarpment. The use of this area would most likely post-date the operation timeframe of the mill as
it would be disadvantageous to have items that might cause obstructions permitted to be disposed
of in the machinery area. Artefacts that relate to the mid-nineteenth century have ended up in this
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area most likely as a result of redeposition after the mill ceased operation, rather than during
construction or operation.
At this stage the interpretation of the site is limited as the excavation is far from complete. Further
excavation of the surrounding areas of the site might reveal more relating to the nature of the
complex, and a wider artefact distribution has the potential to tell us more of the people who
worked and lived here.
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5.0

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Investigation

5.1

Existing Registered Aboriginal Places

There are two existing Registered Aboriginal Places that were investigated as part of this project:
Mayfield 1 (Bridge Inn Road 6) VAHR 7922-0148 and Bridge Inn Road 12 VAHR 7922-1239 (see Figure
22). Both Places were registered under previous assessments and are discussed below. They are
both located within the area utilised by Moses Thomas’s flourmill and their integrity will have been
impacted by the use of this site during the historic period.

VAHR 7922-0148

Thomas’s Mill and Cottage
Plenty River
VAHR 7922-1239

Yan Yean Pipe Track

Figure 22: GeoVic image with VAHR 7922-0148 and 7922-1239.

5.1.1 Mayfield 1 (Bridge Inn Road 6) VAHR 7922-0148
This artefact scatter is situated on an artificial water diversion channel on the western side of the
Plenty River. The primary grid co-ordinate is E332531 / N 5836088, however this has been updated
in the Aboriginal Victoria site registry several times since it was originally recorded in 1988 (see the
2003 site card). Previous archaeological assessments (Elender 1991, Chamberlain 2003, Pattern &
Lawler 2011) describe it as being on the bank of the river, which it is, but it is not on the natural river
profile. The site is situated directly adjacent to the mill wheel bed on the edge of the channel and
has no original topography (see Image 22 and Figure 22). The Place was originally recorded as having
a single surface artefact.
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Image 22: Artificial water channel and location of Mayfield 1
(Bridge Inn Road 6) VAHR 7922-0148

5.1.2 Bridge Inn Road 12 VAHR 7922-1239
This place was identified during the preparation of Cultural Heritage Management Plan for Berry
Lane by BIOSIS (Robb and Lawler 2012). At the time of assessment the activity area was heavily
grassed (mowed), but surface visibility was poor (see Image 23). The CHMP was required for track
construction works extending close to the Thomas’s flourmill and this Place was located in
subsurface deposits. The artefacts were identified in shovel Probe investigations in clayey loam
“…deposited by alluvial processes that have built up adjacent to the Plenty river on the underlying
basalt” (Robb and Lawler 2012:62). It measured approximately 8 metres by 5 metres. Fourteen
artefacts were identified comprising quartz and silcrete scrapers, blades, a piercer and waste flakes
and it was concluded that the Place was “..likely that the Aboriginal place is in a primary deposit”
(Robb and Lawler 2012:62). This Place was assessed to be of Low Scientific Significance and its
primary grid co-ordinate was GDA94, Zone 55 E332497 / N5836052.

Image 23: Location of VAHR 7922-1239 view south east
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5.2 Excavation of Aboriginal Places VAHR 7922-1239 and 7922-0148
5.2.1 Introduction
The Aboriginal investigation was conducted in association with the historic excavation at the Moses
Thomas’s flourmill and cottage site (H7922-0040). It was undertaken over two non-consecutive
weeks and involved the excavation of two test pits each measuring 2x1 metres in size; one in each
week. The excavation was supervised by Catherine Tucker (Heritage Advisor).
5.2.2 Participants
The following table presents the Wurundjeri field representatives who participated in the
investigation (Table 8). A cultural awareness induction (as required by Condition 10 of Permit
F15/746) was undertaken for all participants and was presented by Catherine Tucker and the
Wurundjeri field representative present at the time.

Season 1

Season 2

Date

Wurundjeri Field Representative

Monday 13 April 2015
Tuesday 14 April 2015
Wednesday 15 April 2015
Thursday 16 April 2015
Friday 17 April 2105
Monday 18 May 2015
Tuesday 19 May 2015
Wednesday 20 May 2015
Thursday 21 May 2015
Friday 22 May 2015

Tony Garvey
Perry Wandin
Trevor Downe
Shane Nicholson
Perry Wandin
Perry Wandin
Perry Wandin
Colin Hunter JNR JNR
Perry Wandin
Perry Wandin

Table 8: List of Wurundjeri field representatives

5.2.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Permit
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Permit required the excavation of a test pit measuring 2x2metres at
VAHR 7922-0148 (see Figure 23 and Appendix B). However, during the course of the investigation
the test pit was split into two equal parts with one half placed at VAHR 7922-0148 and the second
half located near VAHR 7922-1239, which is situated closer to the historic mill excavation area. This
change was negotiated and approved by Heritage Victoria, Aboriginal Victoria and the Wurundjeri
(see Table 1 in Section 1.5). The reason for the change is as a result of the poor excavation results
and potential at VAHR 7922-0148. The investigation of VAHR 7922-0148 proved that the landform at
this Place retained no original soil profile, being entirely artificial comprising a water channel
constructed for redirecting water from the river to the wheel used to power the flourmill machinery.
It was suggested by the Heritage Advisor that the remainder of the excavation be conducted on the
landform on the plateau above the river (at VAHR 7922-1239) as there was greater potential for
undisturbed deposits and meaningful information relating to Aboriginal occupation along the Plenty
River.
5.2.4 Excavation Methodology
The following excavation methodology was employed for this investigation:





Select specific location in consultation with the Wurundjeri ;
Peg and string out the trench;
GPS the four points;
Surface collection of any artefacts noting their location;
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Removal of vegetation, which is sorted and sieved where possible;
Hand excavation (using trowel and shovel) according to stratigraphy or in 5cm spits;
Documentation included the recording of deposit characteristics, an assessment of the
integrity of the deposit, the presence of any historic material, Munsell colour chart readings
and the recording of any indigenous artefacts identified during this process. All excavated
material would be sieved through a 5mm sieve. Photographs would be taken at the
commencement of each spit or at any time when assessed as required;
Collection of samples for dating analysis should they be identified;
The excavation would cease at culturally sterile deposits or in agreement with Wurundjeri
representative. Profile and plan drawings would be completed noting any features
identified;
Upon completion and recording of the excavation the text pit would be backfilled.
Any recovered objects will be analysed by the Heritage Advisor and then repatriated to the
Wurundjeri Council (as required by Condition 16 of Permit F15/746);
The results of the excavation would be presented in a report that includes a statement on
the repatriation of the artefacts to the Wurundjeri ; and
A Site Inspection and Object Collection Form would be completed at the end of the project
and submitted to the AV site registry.

Test Pit C
Test Pit B

Test Pit D

Test Pit A

Figure 23: Location of excavation Trenches A – D
(GeoVic http://er-info.dpi.vic.gov.au/sd_weave/report/output/Simple%20Listing-3196375099427025310.pdf)

5.2.5 Filed Investigations – Mayfield 1 (Bridge Inn Road 6) VAHR 7922-0148
This place was initially recorded in 1988 by Elender and was subsequently revisited by Chamberlain
2003 and Robb & Lawler 2012. It is situated on the bank of an artificial water diversion channel
constructed for the flour mill (see Image 24). A sluice opening to allow release of excess water
downhill towards the river course is located a few metres to the north on the channel bank. The
course of the river lies to the east and is presently 2-3metres lower than the water channel.
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Image 24: Location of Trench C

Trench C was placed on the crest of the channel in a location chosen by AV and the Wurundjeri (see
Table 9). Owing to limited space on this landform the trench was laid out as a 4x1 metre area of
investigation (see Figure 24). The trench was divided into one metre squares for recording purposes
with Square C1 at the northern end and Square C4 in the south. Excavation commenced in Squares
C2 and C3 because even at this early stage relocation was envisaged for the remaining 2x1metre
investigation. In the event that relocation was not approved then the remaining C1 and C4 Squares
would be completed according to the Permit Conditions (see Appendix B).
Trench C Corner

GPS Reading – trench corners

North East
North West
South East
South West

E332527 / N5836087
E332526 / N5836087
E332527 / N5836085
E332526 / N5836085

Table 9: Co-ordinates for Trench C

Figure 24: Not to scale layout plan for Trench C

The excavation commenced with the removal of vegetation across both central squares (but not
Squares 1 and 4 as these were left untouched) (see Images 25 and 26). Squares C2 and C3 were
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excavated separately, with the removed spoil sieved separately and any artefacts encountered were
allocated to the specific square number from where they originated. There was no difference in the
deposits recovered from each square and therefore the spit number refers to the same type of
deposit from each square (see Table 10). Two surface artefacts were recovered and neither was in
situ. The excavation ceased when the packed bluestone rubble (artificial) was encountered that
formed the structural core of the water diversion channel (see Figure 25).
Square
C2 Spit
Number

Square
C3 Spit
Number

Depth

1

1

0-5cm

2

2

3

3

4

4

Description

Loose silty light brown deposit with
historic artefacts and bluestone chips
5-10cm
Compact with clay nodules, silty
material, bluestone chips, uneven and
heavily mixed
10-20cm
Mixed clay and silt over constructed
rock structure that was used as base
material for the wall of the water
channel.
Not excavated – rock rubble

Deposit
in situ?

Aboriginal
Artefacts

Historic Period
Artefacts

No
No

Yes (2 @
surface)
No

No

No

Nails, metal
fragments, glass,
Slate, Metal
fragments, glass,
gun cartridge
No

Table 10: Excavation Description Trench C

Image 25: Trench C view north

Image 26: Trench C view east
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Figure 25: Plan of Trench C- end of excavation

5.2.6 Field Investigation - Bridge Inn Road 12 VAHR 7922-1239
This Place was identified during the preparation of CHMP 11807 (Robb and Lawler 2012) and is
located on the flat escarpment above the Plenty River. The current phase of investigation resulted
from requirements in Permit F15/746 and the poor excavation potential demonstrated by Trench C
undertaken in Phase 1 (see Figure 23 and Section 5.2.5). A new location was selected on the
escarpment on the basis that the landform was more intact and had greater potential for a less
disturbed soil profile (see Image 27). The specific location was restricted to the area covered by the
Permit application. Trench D was measured as 2x1m and was orientated north to south (see Figure
26 and Table 11).

Image 27: View north showing location of Trench D
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Plenty River

Test Pit B
(8 artefacts)

Test Pit D
(29 artefacts)

Test Pit A
(15 artefacts)

PGC

Figure 26: GeoVic Map showing site extent for VAHR 7922-1239, Trenches A, B and D. White Dots = previously recorded artefacts. Black
dots = Newly identified artefacts. (GeoVic http://er-info.dpi.vic.gov.au/sd_weave/report/output/Simple%20Listing8435349122135088257.pdf )

Trench D Corner

GPS Reading

North East
North West
South East
South West

NE – E 332507 / N 5836063
NW – E 332506 / N 5836063
SE – E 332507 / N 5836061
SW – E 332506 / N5836061

Table 11: Co-ordinates for Trench D excavation

The excavation of Trench D commenced with the removal of the grass and then was excavated by
spits generally following the soil profile (see Table 12). The initial 10cm depth was dark in colour,
loamy and is consistent with topsoil. Beneath this basalt rubble, historic artefacts and a more silty
profile was encountered together with Aboriginal artefacts. Historic artefacts ceased at
approximately 18cm and the soil profile was compact silty clay and more natural in appearance and
texture. Aboriginal artefacts continued to a depth of 25cm (see Figure 13). Deep cracks were evident
in the base of the trench indicating the typical cracking clays that are part of the natural processes
associated with the volcanic plains during the wet and dry seasons (see Images 28 and 29). Minute
flecks of charcoal were identified but not in association with artefacts or of sufficient size to be
collected for analysis. The silt deposit within the shallower soil profiles is reminiscent of that
deposited during periods of flood, of which the Plenty River has had several.
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Spit
Number

Depth

Description

Deposit
in situ?

Aboriginal
Artefacts

Historic Period
Artefacts

1
2
3

0-1cm
1 - 5cm
5-10cm

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

4

10-15cm

No

Yes (2 artefacts)

5

15-20cm

No

Yes (5 artefacts)

Metal fragment,
ceramic, nail
Nails, glass

6

20-29cm

Yes

Yes (to 25cm) (22
artefacts)

7

Not
excavated

Grass
Dark brown silty soil
Silty loam grey brown firm in texture
with historic artefacts
Silty clay, some basalt rock and gravel
and historic artefacts
Silty clay with some rock and historic
artefacts
Compact mottled grey silty clay, some
charcoal speckled throughout (grass
burning?). Deep cracks in the surface
visible
Clay with deep cracks

No

Yes
-----------------

--------------------

Table 12: Excavation Description Trench D

Image 28: Trench D end of excavation

Image 29: North wall profile of Trench D

Figure 27: Trench D Wall Profile
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5.3 Identification of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage during Excavations at
Trenches A and B
The main purpose for excavations being undertaken on the edge of the Plenty River was for the
investigation of the Heritage Inventory site; Thomas’s flourmill H7922-0040. However, it was
recognised during the planning stages for this excavation that owing to the proximity of Registered
Aboriginal Places that there was potential for Aboriginal cultural heritage to be unintentionally
identified during excavations of the mill. The following section presents a summary of those
excavations in order to provide context for the Aboriginal artefacts that were recovered. The full
excavation description is provided in Section 4 of this report.
5.3.1 Summary of Historic Excavation Results
Aboriginal cultural heritage (stone artefacts) was identified during the excavation of Trench A and
Trench B over the historic structures (see Figure 26 and the catalogue in Appendix F). None of the
Aboriginal artefacts recovered from Trenches A and B was in situ.
Thomas Mill House Site (Trench A)
Prior to excavation a surface inspection was undertaken that recovered fifteen stone artefacts within
Trench A (see Table 13 and Figure 26). All of these artefacts were recovered from a surface deposit
(Context 1) overlaying demolition debris associated with the mill house and are therefore not in situ.
GPS Reading

Number of Artefacts

E 332517 / N 5836056
E 332518 / N 5836054
E 332519 / N 5836056
E 332519 / N 5836055

2
2
2
9

Context
Above historic floor levels – contextually disturbed
Above historic floor levels – contextually disturbed
Above historic floor levels – contextually disturbed
Above historic floor levels – contextually disturbed

Table 13: Surface artefacts from Trench A

Flour Mill Building (Trench B)
During the initial cleaning stage of this trench and prior to the commencement of the excavation a
surface inspection and collection of artefacts was undertaken. This recovered 8 stone artefacts and
the location data is presented in Table 14 and Figure 26. All of these artefacts were recovered from a
surface deposit overlaying demolition debris associated with the mill building and are therefore not
in situ.
GPS Reading
E 332515 / N 5836080
E 332519 / N 5836079
E 332518 / N 5836079
E 332518 / N 5836080

Number of
artefacts
2
2
3
1

Context
Above historic feature – contextually disturbed
Above historic feature – contextually disturbed
Above historic feature – contextually disturbed
Above historic feature – contextually disturbed

Table 14: Surface artefacts from Trench B

The investigation commenced with the removal of grass and then a surface clean which identified
Aboriginal artefacts over the building debris indicating the lack of integrity to their location within
the excavation area. Partial excavation occurred around a fireplace used for the boiler and there
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was a burnt ash type deposit extensively through this area. Shattered rocks and historic artefacts
were identified but only a small amount was excavated with the remainder left in place.

5.4 Aboriginal Artefact Analysis
5.4.1 Methodology for Analysis of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
The artefact analysis was undertaken according the guidelines (Standards for reporting on Places
and objects 2008) prepared by the Office of Aboriginal Affairs Victoria. The attribute definitions were
obtained from these guidelines and from Holdaway and Stern 2004. The artefact data is contained
within an excel spreadsheet and is attached in full as Appendix F. The artefacts will be returned to
the Wurundjeri at the completion of the project in accordance with Condition 16 of the Permit (see
Appendix B).
5.4.2 Artefacts from Mayfield 1 (Bridge Inn Road 6) VAHR 7922-0148
Two artefacts were identified for this Place; one of quartz and one of silcrete (see image 30). Both
artefacts were tools: a medial blade fragments and a scraper.

Image 30 Artefacts from Mayfield 1 (Bridge Inn Road 6) VAHR 7922-0148

5.4.3 Artefacts from Bridge Inn Road 12 VAHR 7922-1239
A total of 52 artefacts were recovered from this Place; 15 from Trench A, eight from Trench B and 29
from Trench D (see images 31-38). All of the artefacts recovered from Trenches A and B as well as
those recovered from Trench D at less than 20cm depth were in disturbed deposits and were not in
situ (see Appendix F). This comprised 22 artefacts out of a possible 52 recovered from the whole
investigation area that were assessed to be in situ or undisturbed. All of the non in situ artefacts
were recovered from highly disturbed surface and subsurface contexts associated with use of the
land for Thomas’s flourmill and mill house, its construction, use and abandonment as well as
subsequent natural episodes of flooding.
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Image 31: Artefacts from Trench D Spit 6

Image 32: Artefacts from Test Pit D Spit 4

Image 33: Artefacts from Spit 5 Test Pit D

The investigation recovered a variety of silcrete types, a greenstone example as well as a number of
quartz and quartzite artefacts (see Table 15). Greenstone artefacts are a relatively rare occurrence in
archaeological assemblages but it is known to be a highly valued and widely traded material type.
The main source for greenstone in the Melbourne region is the Mount William quarry which is
managed by the Wurundjeri, and the presence of the greenstone in this assemblage is important for
demonstrating former trade networks for this raw material.

Image 34: Trench A surface artefacts

Image 35: Trench A surface artefacts
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Image 36: Trench A surface artefacts

Image 37: Surface artefacts from Trench B

Material
Greenstone
Quartz

Image 38: Surface artefacts Trench B

Number of Artefacts
1
19

Quartzite

2

Silcrete - brown coarse

2

Silcrete - coarse grey

5

Silcrete - fine grey
Silcrete - red fine
Grand Total
Table 15: Material types

20
3
52

The average size of the artefacts was 21.48mm length, 16.37mm width and 6.5mm thickness. The
average maximum dimension was 24.04mm. The absence of larger objects may relate to landuse
activity during European times, collection or curatorial behaviour. Only one of the artefacts was
identified with cortex, indicating that raw materials were gathered and prepared elsewhere prior to
bringing them to this particular location on the Plenty River. There were a total of 25 tools within
the collection comprising blades, a chopper, scrapers, thumbnail scrapers and microliths (see Table
16). This range suggests a light weight hunting and processing assemblage. It is possible that some of
the tools were hafted to wooden implements but that the organic material no longer survives.
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Tool Type

Number of Artefacts

Backed Blade

6

Broken Chopper

1

Distal Blade

1

Geometric Microlith

8

Medial Blade

1

Notched Tool

1

Scraper

5

Thumbnail Scraper

2

Grand Total
Table 16: Tools within the assemblage

25

The investigation determined that there was a high degree of disturbance associated with both
Mayfield 1 (Bridge Inn Road 6) VAHR 7922-0148 as well as Bridge Inn Road 12 VAHR 7922-1239.
However, the later site demonstrated that there were in situ deposits commencing at 20cm below
ground surface and there is potential for the site extent to be expanded.
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6.0 Project Conclusion
6.1

Community Engagement

This project has demonstrated the viability of archaeological field investigations that are principally
designed as ways to promote archaeology and history to the wider community. The evident interest
and support from the local schools, residents, City of Whittlesea, Parks Victoria, interest groups and
descendants of the former owners of the property was both pleasing and encouraging.
It seems that similar projects in regional or growth areas could equally successful and can be a viable
way to strengthen relationships between the archaeological and heritage practitioners and
enthusiasts, approval authorities and the wider community through demonstrating the value of
knowing about the past. This is particularly relevant for newly forming growth areas where many
residents have little or no prior connection to the area in which they are moving and are attempting
to build communities. Projects such as this help people make connections and create awareness
which can be very useful for demonstrating value and potentially protecting heritage.

6.2

Thomas’s Mill House and Mill Buildings

The investigation partially excavated the former cottage and mill building that was constructed by
Moses Thomas in 1855 and ceased operation in 1863. Following this failed venture the site reverted
to pastoral land and the cottage continued to be in use until the late nineteenth century at the very
least. Most of the machinery and almost all of the building fabric has been removed so that all that
remains is the lower course foundations, structural work associated with the wheel-bed and
landscape features installed to control water supply.
The site has in situ structural foundations as well as artefact bearing deposits that reflect the
domestic nature of the cottage site throughout the nineteenth century. Despite this result, it has not
been possible to identify the different occupational phases at the site (flourmill and pastoral) owing
to the compromised nature of the deposit probably as a result of abandonment activity and possibly
even flood. Deeper excavation within the cottage may clarify the nature of the occupation phasing
of the building. It seems that the cottage was occupied during the nineteenth century but possibly
not in the twentieth century. Rubbish disposal continued at the site but mostly near the site of the
flourmill building and particularly into the river and wheel-bed. Despite this, the site holds good
archaeological and interpretative ability and as large portions of the area have yet to be excavated
there is good potential for our understanding of the site to be further explored.

6.3

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Places

6.3.1 Mayfield 1 (Bridge Inn Road 6) VAHR 7922-0148
Only two stone artefacts were recovered from this Place and both were on a modified ground
surface constructed to form a water channel associated with the works undertaken by Moses
Thomas to generate power for his flourmill. The artefacts were identified in a surface context on the
eastern bank of the water channel. There are no natural landforms associated with the site extent
for this Aboriginal Place.
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6.3.2 Bridge Inn Road 12 VAHR 7922-1239
This Aboriginal Place is situated on the flat land west of the Plenty River and is situated on a natural
landform that has had some surface and shallow disturbance. A total of 52 artefacts were recovered
from this Place with 22 of these from stable soil profiles that appear to have been not impacted by
landuse activity associated with the mill. All remaining artefacts were recovered from contexts that
have poor integrity. The artefact scatter is irregular shaped and 35 x 22 metres in size and has the
potential to be significantly expanded beyond the present recorded site extent.
The land has been impacted to prior flood activity from the river as well as activity associated with
the construction and operation of the flourmill owned by Moses Thomas. This was demonstrated by
the mixing of historic and Aboriginal artefacts in shallow (surface to 20cm depth) deposits. The
Place appears to have greater stratigraphic integrity at greater distance from the flour mill (as
demonstrated by the investigations undertaken for CHMP 11807 Robb and Lawler 2012).
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Appendix F – Aboriginal Stone Artefact Catalogue
7922-1239

Raw
Material

Manufacture
Type

Cortex
%

Platform

Terminat
ion

Modificatio
n

Tool
Type

L

W

T

1

Quartz

Flake Core

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

28

23

15

28

1

Quartz

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Thumbna
il Scraper

17

14

13

17

1

Quartz

Distal Flake

None

N/A

Feather

N/A

N/A

N/A

11

17

4

17

1

Quartz

None

1

Quartz

Complete
Flake
Complete
Flake

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Backed
Blade

20

7

5

20
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N/A
Shattere
d

Feather

N/A

Retouch

Scraper

24

20

10

26

1

Silcrete coarse grey
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Flake

None

Flaked

N/A

N/A

N/A

12

17

2
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Silcrete fine grey

Complete
Flake
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N/A

N/A

N/A

Retouch

N/A
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c
Microlith

1

15

10

2
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1
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N/A

N/A

N/A
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Scraper
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1
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9
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7
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5
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4

21

1

Silcrete coarse grey

Angular
Fragment

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

17

12

5

17

1

Silcrete red fine

Complete
Flake

None

Flaked

Feather

N/A

N/A

N/A

10

21

2

22

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

98

1

Silcrete fine grey

Medial Flake

1

Silcrete red fine

Complete
Flake

1

Silcrete red fine

Complete
Flake

None

Flaked

Feather

1

Silcrete brown
coarse

Complete
Flake

None

Shattere
d

Feather

1

Silcrete brown
coarse

Flake Core

None

N/A

N/A

1

Greenstone

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

Quartz

Complete
Flake

Flaked

1

Quartz

Proximal
Flake

Flaked

1

Silcrete fine grey

Complete
Flake

1

None

N/A

None

Shattere
d

30%
None

None

Flaked

N/A

N/A

N/A

13

17

5

18

Retouch

Backed
Blade

29

7

4

29

N/A

Retouch

Geometri
c
Microlith

23

13

6

23

N/A

N/A

N/A

24

23

6

30

N/A

N/A

20

15

13

24

N/A

Retouch

Scraper

50

25

15

50

Feather

N/A

N/A

N/A

11

20

5

20

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

10

18

3

18

Retouch

Geometri
c
Microlith

22

15

5

22

15

14

3

16

Feather

Feather

N/A
N/A

2

N/A

1

Silcrete fine grey

Proximal
Flake

None

Flaked

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Geometri
c
Microlith

1

Quartz

Complete
Flake

None

Crushed

Feather

N/A

N/A

N/A

19

13

5

19

1

Silcrete fine grey

Distal Flake

None

N/A

Feather

N/A

Retouch

Distal
Blade

17

12

6

21

1

Silcrete fine grey

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Thumbna
il Scraper

25

25

14

27

1

Silcrete fine grey

Complete
Flake

66-99%

Flaked

Feather

N/A

N/A

N/A

30

27

13

44

1

Silcrete fine grey

Complete
Flake

None

Flaked

Feather

N/A

Retouch

Backed
Blade

21

11

3

22

1

Silcrete coarse grey

Complete
Flake

None

Flaked

Feather

N/A

N/A

N/A

20

13

3

20

Quartz

Complete
Flake

None

Crushed

Plunge

N/A

N/A

N/A

16

17

5

17

19

12

3

19

1

1

Quartz

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Geometri
c
Microlith

1

Silcrete fine grey

Proximal
Flake

None

Flaked

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

11

7

1

11

1

Silcrete fine grey

Proximal
Flake

None

Flaked

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Backed
Blade

20

15

4

23

1

Silcrete fine grey

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Broken
Chopper

75

53

21

75

1

Quartzite

Proximal
Flake

None

Crushed

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

13

20

4

20

1

Quartzite

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Scraper

15

15

5

15

1

Silcrete fine grey

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Retouch

Backed
Blade

27

17

4

27

1

Silcrete fine grey

Complete
Flake

None

Flaked

Feather

N/A

Retouch

Notched
Tool

43

28

13

45

99

1

Silcrete fine grey

Medial Flake

None

N/A

N/A

1

Silcrete fine grey

Flake Core

None

N/A

N/A

1

Silcrete fine grey

Distal Flake

None

N/A

Feather

1

Silcrete fine grey

Proximal
Flake

None

Crushed

N/A

Retouch

Backed
Blade

25

13

5

25

N/A

N/A

23

20

16

28

N/A

N/A

N/A

37

30

15

45

N/A

N/A

N/A

27

20

10

28

N/A
3

7922-0148

Raw
Material

Manufacture
Type

Cortex
Type

Cortex
%

Platform

Termination

Core
Scars

Modification

Tool
Type

L

W

T

M.D.

1

Quartz

Flake

None

None

Flaked

Feather

None

Retouch

Scraper

20

29

6

29

1

Silcrete grey

Retouch

Medial
Blade

19

21

8

29

Number

Flake

None

None

n/a

n/a

None

100

